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Judging a Horse by His Head.
Acoording to a Now York paper,

James R. Keene, the famous New Tork
breeder of thoroughbreds, and Hash em
Bey, sheik of the Anazeh Bedouins iu
Correeuon.lence on pracUcal agricultural topics Arabia, hold the same identical theory
ta solicited.
Aildreee all communications In
the selection of a horse.
tended for this <lepartmen( to Hkmkt D. regarding
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem Homer Davenport, the New York carocrat, Harts. Me.
toonist, who went to Arabia last year
and secured a number of Arabian stallions and mares from the desert, said
Notes and Remarks.
while in conversation with Mr.
(Bulletin of Maine Department of Agriculture.) recently,
Keene that Hashem Bey asked if he
CROP AVER Ali Ε FOB OXFORD COUNTY.
knew whether the few government buyAmount of hay crop, S9 per cent. ers of horses from India and other eastCondition of grain, SS per cent. Gate ern countries, whom he had seen, were
have not rusted to any extent. Congood horsemen, stating further that they
dition of the apple crop, 90 per cent. invariably looked at a horse's feet and
Several factories manufacturing barrels legs instead of his head. "I ask,'' said
for apple packing are reported. Four- Hashem Bey, "because if I am going to
teen per cent of the potatoes have been trust
my life and purse with you I won't
sprayed. Average number of applica- look long at your feet, but will spend
tion of Bordeaux mixture, three. No half an hour looking at your head, for
rust is reported, on potatoes where the what
your body will do your head will
mixture has not been applied.
No po- tell. When 1 mount a horse's back my
tato storage houses have been built, as
life is in his keeping. No horse will
far as known. Condition of the sweet ever surpass what his bead indicates,
corn crop, 79 per cent.
and he will always do what his head denotes. If his head is ill-shaped tbe
GENERAL AVERAGE
FOR THE STATE.
horse is not well-made. If in Lis featAmount of the hay crop, as compared ures
you see noble lines the horse will
with an average year, 97 per cent. Conhave a noble character that you can
dition of grain, 93 per cent. Oats have
trust to bear you safely out of danger,
not been materially injured by rust iu
and who, if your family is starving, can
most parts of the state.
Condition of
Mr. Davengo and catch the gazelle."
the apple crop, 73 per cent. The masaid that the great sheik was very
port
factories
of
some
counties report
jority
interesting on the point, and he went
which are manufacturing barrels for further to
prove his theory, saying:
of
the
pota- "Yesterday when you were looking over
apple packing. Proportion
toes that have been sprayed, 44 per cent.
the mares of our tribe those you chose
Average number of applications of Bor- as having fine heads were in every indeaux mixture, four. As a rule, up to stance the
distinguished war-mares, the
the tiret of September potatoes had not ones licet of foot and of
perfect manrusted badly where Bordeaux mixture ners." As
finished, Mr.
Davenport
had not been applied. But very few
Keene stopped, and with a quizzical exhouses for storing potatoes on the farm
asked if that was really told by
pression
have been built except in Aroostook the
great sheik. When he told him it
numerous.
are
County, where they
quite
was, he walked a few paces more, and,
Condition of the sweet corn crop, a·» turned and said: "I want to tell you
cent.
with
82
per
average,
compared
something. When I go to my farm in
Kentucky, after the colts are weaued, I
KF.MARKS OF CORRESPONDENTS.
look over their beads, and from eighty
Auburn—There will be a very large colts I
pick sixty by the general appearis
favorable
weather
apple crop if the
The next visit,
ance of their heads.
is
about
for them to grow. Sweet £orn
when the colts are yearlings, I go over
fine.
is
two weeks late but
looking
the sixty, and by their head· choose
Grain is very good, and potatoes of fine
forty. Six months later I finally decide
a
not
but
very large yield. on twenty, and they are the ones I turn
quality,
Grasshoppers are very plenty and doing over to Mr. Rowe to be trained for racmuch damage to late crops.
ing purpoees. Keene said that last seaR. D. Leavitt.
son he sold about $40,000 worth of
exvarious
at
Note—Experiments
young horses. "And," he added, "my
periment stations have shown that 200 judgment of them has always been by
bushels of potatoes would remove from their head*·. Of course, I take it for
th- soil 37 pouuds of nitrogeu, lb pounds
granted that their bodies are sound."
of phosphoric acid and 58 pounds of "This statement coming from the forepotash. We are of the opinion that po- most turfman of America is worthy of
tato culture can be carried on, in a three notice.
That Mr. Keene's theory is
years' rotation of crops, and the fertility the correct one tbe history of horses
must
There
reduced.
not
be
soil
of the
that have borne his famous white and
be returned to the soil as much plan' blue colors to so many victories proves.
food as it takes to produce the crop of
During Mr. Keene's connection with the
potatoes. If this is done, using the turf, which extends over many years,
above amounts for a guide, and the soil there is
hardly an important event that
is thoroughly cultivated, we think it horses owned by him have not won.
will not be impoverished. "Cultivation
They have been victorious in Metropoliis fertilization." We fully agree with tan
Handicaps, Brooklyn Handicaps,
who
Albion
from
our correspondent
Handicaps, Futurities, SarBrighton
the
of
ground, atoga Specials, Great Republics, Realsapping
says that instead
cultivated
when
intelligently
potatoes,
izations, and all other events that go to
and a judicious rotation is practiced, make up the history of the American
are really soil renovators.—Commûuiouer.
turf."—Raymond in "Horse World."
Albion—That the potato crop is as
promising, for a cash crop, as anything
Make tne cniiuren ranners.
which the majority of farmers can culOne of the best ways to keep the
tivate, seems to be generally admitted
is to give them the
It is also apparent to those who have be- children on the farm
that they bave a partnership in
come most interested in their cultivation feeling
man as well as
that the limit of possibilities regarding the business. The little
the baby daughter may be given a brood
yield per acre, etc., is far from being
for their very
reached, and that instead of sapping the of chickens, a lamb or calf
to care for it: and when
ground they are, when intelligently own and taught
in this
cultivated and a judicious rotation is anything belonging to a child
manner is
disposed of the proceeds
practiced, really soil renovators.
to be
In preparing the ground for potatoes should be given to the child—half
half for the little
the process should be commenced in the pu! in the bank and
be kept till he
fall by breaking up whatever area is to one's pocketbook, to
If necessary, a child
Ha η hinted, beiue sure that this work is wishes to spend it.
or some
thoroughly done, to a depth of not less may use thishismoney for clothes
personal use. The parthan six inches; and a light coat of barn- article for
and
help
yard manure may be plowed in to good ents may make suggestions
the purchase
advantage, which will lessen the phos- when it comes to making
to
make
allowed
be
phate bill. If no manure is used, four- but the child should
as to what he will get
teen to sixteen hundred pounds of Brad- his own decision
to carry it out. This will
ley's Special Potato Fertilizer or some aud helped
to form the
other brand equally as good should be teach self-reliance and heip
also to spend
used at the time of plauting, thoroughly habit of saving something,
It is a sad fact that many
pulverizing the ground before seeding. prudently.
children in tho past have workKeep the potatoes free from weeds while farmers'
well on in their teens without a
growing, spray three times, and a pay- ed until
cent of money to do as they chose with,
will
result.
ing crop
the father supplying their needs. They
Otis Mkadkb.
no
Fkyeuukq—Potatoes will thrive on a got the impression that there was
iu farming and no wonder city
great variety of soils, although they do money
abandoned
better and are of a better quality when life seemed alluring. The
Potato farm·» we see everywhere are the result
grown on a light clay loam.
of by-gone days seeing
ground should be well plowed, either in of the children side
of farm life with its
spring or fall as the experience and con- only the seamy
from early
venience of the grower may suggest. hardships and toil lasting
without
The land should be put in tine condition morning till late at night,
and
pleasure to
with disk anil spring-tootb harrows, tho sufficient recreation
its effect. I believe in givpotatoes planted from thirty inches to counteract
tract of land on the
three feet apart in the rows, and from ing a certain tield or
word
eleven to eighteen inches between the farm to the boy—not merely by
he is still
hills, according to the soil and varieties but by a legal deed—while
and helping him
planted. In cultivation they should be young and encouragiug
a small piece of it if he is
slightly ridged to favor digging, and the to plant only
as he grows
cultivator should be run often enough to toe young to do much; then
he cau work the land more with
keep the ground free from weeds and to older
To the ordinary boy this
jireserve a soil mulch. Barn manure, larger profits.
and
an interest in
plowed in, together with liberal applica- wouldtoawaken him there. farming
This might
keep
tions of high grade commercial fertil- help
father something when time,
izers, pays well in the larger returns. cost the
and use of the land is considered
Spraying for bugs and blight ofteu money
all it is more than likely to be
enough »o keep the new leaves covered but after
a
paying investment in the end as to
is a necessity everywhere.
most farmers it is worth 'much to have
B. Walkkb McKken.
old age.
Poktkk—I prefer sandy loam for po- their sons near them in their
to have a
Plow late in the fall, spread on Encourage the young people
tatoes.
time in their own homes and
a good coat of dressing and let it stand good
is their right to enjoy
until spring. Then harrow thoroughly neighborhood. It
and free from
with a disk harrow, furrow out and drop life while they are young
in New England
the seed fifteen inches apart, usiug care.—Judith liuckins
plenty of phosphate. I use a «O-tooth Farmer.
leveling barrow to cover and coutinue to
use the harrow every day or so until the
% Interest the Boy.
Then
Old
potatoes are three inches high. two
are living in a new century.
We
or
use a cultivator with long wings
things have passed away; old methods
three times aud the job is complete with- have become obsolete, and all things
For bugs I use
out the use of a hoe.
Mind now, as never
new.
and have become
Bug Death, a little Paris gieen,
before, governs matter. The idea that
not
will
it
and
plenty of air-slaked lime,
anything is good enough for the farm
injure the tops, but will destroy the won't do in these times. If we are to
the
when
I
harvest
tops
At
dig
bugs.
succeed on the farm, we must wake up;
are dead,
dry well, pick in bushel adopt new and better methods; use more
crates and stack them in the cellar, brains.
Among other things provide
sprinkling with lime, and I have no the boy with a workshop and plenty of
trouble with rot.
good tools. Don't put him off with a
F. L. Mason.
sawbuck. Boys don't
bucksaw and
Pakis—The dry. weather is hurting
take well to that tool. Teach
usually
are
The pastures
the apples and coru
him how to keep the tools in order, and
we take the
will
very poor. For potatoes,
eucourage him to use them. This
we have, plow in the fall,
soil
lightest
while away many an hour, develop his
coat of manure and
a good
on
spread
and inventive faculties, and
the iugenuity
give the piece a good harrowing. In
make him self-reliant on the farm.
as early as we can aud
harrow
spring
Don't laugh at his crudenoss or ridicule
warm.
plant as soon as the ground is see
mistakes. Try to feel as if a boy
his
the
We cultivate as soon as we can
still,
only act as an older brother, to
and
spray
rows, keep the weeds out
counsel with and encourage him in wellwith Paris green.
doing.
H. D. Hammond.
enough to spend
As soon as old
Canton—Spray iug is a new thing in money he will be old enough to have
I
with
myself.
this vicinity except
He should be
of his own.
money
make six or seven applications and have
that money simply represents
taught
four
for
years.
had
rotten
not
potatoes
the value of labor; that labor is a necesAbthl'K B. Bkiggs.
sity, and not a curse; that the busy man
Orono— I like a light loamy soil for is the contented and happy man, and
potatoes. Break it as soon as the grass that idleness is a curse.—J. S. Woodis off, spread on a medium coat of mabefore the New Tork HorticulGive it#two ward,
nure and harrow it in well.
tural Society.
the
or three
good harrowings before
ground freezes for the winter. In the
Blind treatment of balky horses only
the land is dry enough to
after
spring
them vicious and more stubborn.
work well, harrow again and plant, us- makes
would a
seed to Treat a balky horse as you
of
bushels
to
fourteen
twelve
ing
to draw his attenthe acre, with some 1,300 pounds potato stubborn child—try
else. In the United
fertilizer in the hill. Then just as the tion to something
States army the forefoot of a balky
the
are breaking
through
potatoes
horse is held up for three minutes, at
ground put on the horse hoe and cover the end of which
time the horse has
the rows some two or three inches deep.
that he was balky
In a few days take the weeder and go generally forgotten
in wondering why his foot is being held
over the piece lengthwise the rows.
the harness,
Give the ground a good scratching, as it up. Quickly readjusting
the
or tapping the forefoot, or rubbing
weeds
startthe
kill
to
just
tends
young
will often start the horse.—New
legs,
weeder
the
Use
thj
of
out
ground.
ing
Farmer.
several times before the potatoes are England
four or five inches high. I like to give
the
agricultural
Students takiug
them a good dusting of plaster with
Paris green just as soon as I can follow oonrses in the Maine State University
a
we
through
and
beetles
trip
the
have
recently enjoyed
the rows. It kills
direction of
have less bugs to contend with. Later, Aroostook County under
mixture two or Dean W. D. Hurd, to observe agrispray with Bordeaux
in that famous
three times. I use the horse hoe to hoe cultural operations
The start was made Wedthem as soon as the tops are large couuty.
well nesday and Houlton, Presque Isle and
enough so I can throw the dirt
return being
around them and not break them down. Fort Fairfield were visited,
InI like a digger where the land la free made Friday night. The potato
dustry was, of ooarse, the greatest atfrom rooks so I can use one.
traction.
Ο. T. Goodkidge.
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"I can't. see ahead like you," said
Mason at last. "But I will obey orders. You tell tue where and when; I

will be there."
Grenier shifted his feet uneasily.
"I don't quite mean that," he said.
"I will acquaint you with certain -facts
I
on which you may rely absolutely.
will forthwith act myself on the assumption that the real Philip Anson
won't interfere with me. That is all."
The other man guffawed most unpleasantly. This sophistry did not ap-

peal to him.
"Put it any way you like," he said.
"You can depend on me for my part of
the bargain."
"And you can be quite certain that
in a very little while we need not
trouble onr active wits any further as
I
to the wherewithal to enjoy life.
have thought this idea out in all its
bearings. It simply can't fall. Come,
let us drink to a glorious future."
He reached for a decanter, but a sudden knock at the door jarred the nerves

of Itoth men considerably.
"See who Is there." whispered Grenier. whose face showed white through
the paint and grease It bore.
"What about you In that rig out?"
growled the stronger ruffian.
"I will slip into my bedroom. Quick!
See who it is."
Laugdon entered.
"Where's Victor?" he said eagerly.
"In his room. lie will lie here In a
You
What's the matter?
moment.

look pretty glum."
"I've had a piece of wretched luck.
I was at Mis. Atherley's 'at home' today. when Anson turned up. I met
him without winking, but he knew me
lie callcd me outside and
at once.
treated me like a dog."
"He did. eli?"
"Yes. It was no good trying to bluff
him.
Only on the guarantee that I
would never meet Miss Atherley again
would he consent not to expose me.
I'm done. My last chance is gone. I
have wasted my money on Greuler's
mud notions and was fool enough to
think yon meant what you said when

yon swore to have Anson's life."
Grenier, who had heard every word,

reappeared.

"1 >·■*.■> Philip Anson know that Mr.
James Crkhton Laugdon Is Sir Philip
Moriund's stepson?" he asked.
"1 can't tell. What does it matter,
anyhow ?"
"Think, man, think! Does he even

know your name?"
"lie can easily find It out."
This young spark has a
"N< I he.
fine sense of honor. You promised to
keep away from the lady In future,
lie will never even mention yon. And
It has been
your money is not lost.
well siK-nt. every farthing. Take care
M h*s lively» d« es not see you until she
l.i heartl-rohen about Philip Anson.
She ν ill Ik.·, you can l>e quite sure of ;
It. Then your opportunity will come."

now

++

^
♦♦

accept the atten-

tions of any tnau, no matter how* rich
he might be, for «he saw the drift of
Phllln'3 whites, and, if Evelyn were
married to hlra, surely all their previous trials might he doomed fortunate.
She little dreamed that imperious
Philip had ordered matters his own

way.
It was not to hie thinking that his
bride should come to him from the
genteel obscurity of Maida Crescent,
lie would jflve her η great position,
worthy of the highest In the land, and
it was better for her that he should
woo and win her from the ranks of
her order.
It should not be Imagined that he
was hasty In his dei-ision. To his mind,
Evelyn and he were known to each
other since they were children. It was
not by the wayward caprice of chance
that he met her on the night of the
meteor's fall nor again that he came
to her assistance a second time after
the lapse of years.
It was his mother's work. He was
she to her
faithful to her memory
trust. Never did his confidence waver.
On the day that Evelyn consented to
marry him he showed her his mother's
photograph and told her his belief.
The girl's happy tears bedewed the
—

picture.

"A good son makes a good husband,"
she murmured. "Mamma says I have
been a good daughter, and I will try to
be a good wife, Philip."
Apparently these young people had
attained the very pinnacle of earthly

happiness. There

obbest in Hie world

was uo

cloud,

uo

stacle. All that was
was at their feet.
Some such thought flitted through
Philip's active brain once when Evelyn
and he were discussing the future.
"Of course we will be busy," he said,
laughing. "You are such an industriWell, such
ous little woman—1what?
an industrious tall woman that the
days won't be long enough for all you
will tiiul to do. As for me, 1 suppose

I must try and earn a peerage. Just to
give you your proper place In society,
and then we will grow old gracefully."
"Oh. Philip." she cried, placing lier
hands on his shoulders, "wo met once
Fate
as children for a few minutes!
ordained that we should meet again
under strange circumstance.;. We ware
separated for years. Can f.ite piny m·
any uncanny trick that will separate

ns

home" on a previous Wednesday
frieiid.
0:»vh»'.isîy Kve!yn could not have
more than a p.issi; g acquaintance with
t!..· man or .«be would have recognized
hiii: lietrelf. Her agitation tbat night
i
tiie park, the terror of a dllUcult
situation. was en.nigh to account for
!.«·ι· failure iu this respect, uor was
i'iiiii·) then aware ih tt at lier previous
meeting witli Lady M or laud's sou she
enr r.a':; ·.! a élirions suspicion, in..tiiit:.y d gelled by his glib manner,
that L-tugd-u was the man who sought
to thrust hi·, unwelcome attention.·)

"at

by

a

upon her.
Mount street—how came Mrs. Atherley and her daughter to return to tbe
precincts of Mayfair? That was a lit-1
tie secret between Philip and Lord I
Vanstone.
When Evelyn slyly endeavored to
make her new admirer understand tbat
there could be uo intimacy between a,
millionaire aud a young lady who was
career-

history by judicious Inquiry

to enable
him to place some unpleasant facts before his lordship.
When the facts had been thrust
down the aristocratic gorge Anson
turned to pleasanter topics. He informed Lord Vanstone. who bore the
title as the Third son of a marquis,
that his uiec^s future was more important than his lordship's dignity.
He must eat mud for her sake, aud
willingly withal.
Various firms of solicitors set to
w«>rk. and, marvelous to relate. Lord
Vanstone was able to write and Inform

his half sister that certain speculations

in which be had invested her fortune
A cash paywere turning out well.
ment of £.\U00 would be made to her
at once, aud she possessed an assured
income of at least £1,500 per annum
during the remainder of her life.
The poor lady bad heard these fairy
tales Ik?fore. Indeed, some such story
of more gorgeous proportions had converted her consols into waste paper.
But a lawyer, not Lord Vanstone's,
sent her a check for tbe larger amount
and at a subsequent Interview aUirmcd
tbe statements made by her unreliable

relative.
So she went back to her caste, and
her caste welcomed her with open
arms, and the dear woman thanked
Providence for the decree that her

his relationship swept aside so completely?
He glanced again at the address on
the letter and asked a servant to bring
him a railway guide. Then he ascer-

tained that if he would reach Scarsdale
that day he must leave Loudon not
later than noon. There was a Journey
of nearly seven hours by rail; no
chance of returning the same night.
He went to the library anil rang up
Sharpe & Smith on the telephone.
A clerk assured him that Mr. Sharpe,
who attended to Sir Philip Morland's
affairs, had been summoned to Devon-

shire the previous day.
"I
"To Devonshire!" cried Philip.
have just received letters from Sir
Philip and Lady Morland from York-

shire."
"Mr. Sharpe himself is puzzled about
the matter, sir. Lady Morland wrote
from Yorkshire, but told him to proceed to Devonshire w'thout delay."
"Has there been some unexpected development affecting the estate?"
"I am sorry, sir, but you will see 1
can hardly answer any further questions."
Of course the clerk was right. Philip had hardly quitted the telephone
when a note reached him by hand
from Evelyn: "Please come at once.
Must see you."

\

t

"Well, s wee! heart, fate, in the shapi
of Wale, is corning for me at 0. I'u

less you wish me to send for my man
ami dress here"—
"Sometimes I cannot quite credit utj
"Tel!
rriimi fnrtiinp." she said softly.
rue, clearest, how did you mrtmige tu
live until you were twenty-live with
out faliiuk in love with some other

pirl?"

tell,

sweet questions and s^-eet assurances
that tills pair of turtle doves had been
seeking ei.c-li other through all eternity.
Their wedding was fixed for the mid
die of July. Sharp work, it may T»e
said, but what Heed was there to wait?
Mr. Ablugdon was greatly pleased with
riiilip's choice and urged him to settle
down at the earliest possible date.
Mrs. Atherley, too, raised no protest.
The sooner her beloved daughter was
married the more rapidly would life
They would
resume Its normal aspect.
not be long parted from each other.
had no housekeeping cares. Philip's mausious were replete with all that couid be desired by
llis yacht
the most fastidious taste,
was brought to the Solent so that they
could run over to Portsmouth on a
motor car to inspect her, ami Evelyn
instantly determined that their honeymoon In Etretat should be curtailed to
permit them to go for a three weeks'
The yoflf.g

people

cruise around the British coast.
This suggestion of course appealed
to Philip. Nothing could be more delie whispered in Evelyn's
lightful.
ear that he would hug her for the Idea

at the first favorable opportunity.
One morula?, a day of June rain, a
letter reached Philip. It bore the printed superscription. "The Hall, Beltham.
Devon," but this was struck out and
It was
another address substituted.
written in a scrawling, wavering hand,
the callgraphy of a man old and very
ill. It read:

professional
embarking on
she thought «ο, be it recorded; this 19
no canoii of art—be seemingly disregarded the hint, but Interviewed Lord
My Dear Philip— I am lying at the point
Vanstone next morning.
of death, so I use no labored words to
Tin» conversation was stormy on one •xplain why I address you In such manRide and emphatic on tbe other. Philip ner. I want to tell you how bitterly I
the Injustice I showed to your dear
had heard sufficient of Mrs. Atherley's regret
mother and my sister. If. of your chara

did not.
Yet what could he do? Refuse a dying relative's last request! They or
one of them refused his mother's pitiful demand for a little pecuniary help
at a time when they were rich.
And what dire mischance could have
sunk them Into poverty? Little more
than two months had passed sice Sir
Philip Morland was inquiring for bis
(Philip's) whereabouts through Messrs.
Sharpe & Smith with a view toward
making bim his heir.
Was the iuquiry Lady Morland's last
ruse to save an encumbered estate?
Why was all pretense of doubt as to
woman

again?"

"That Is ridiculously easy. Tell m»
how you managed to escape matrimony
until you were twenty-two and you
| are answered."
•Thilip. I-I liked you that ulght I
CHAl'TEtt XVII.
You were η
saw you in tlie square.
IHLir walked on roses during woebegone little boy. but you wiv so
He bud brave and pave nie your hand to help
thou· glorious days.
Hi* life was me from the carrla.cre with the air of a
found bis mate.
complete. How bright tbe world young lord."
and bow tair tbe future.
"And I have cherished your face In
Yo:i
Tlie only disagreeuble incident mar- my waking dreatue ever since.
ring tbe utter joy uf existence, and looke d like a fairy. And how you stucR
tbat only for an instant, was bis en- up for me against your uncle!"
counter with Langdon at Mrs. Ather"Tell me, what did you ttMiik of ine
when you saw me standing disconsoley's pretty flat iu Mount street.
Grenier, endowed by nature with an late in the park?"
tell—it was nothln? but
occasional retrospective glimpse of a
Tell,

uobler character, read biui correctly
when he said tbat Ausou would never
condescend to name the Intruder iu the
presence of tbe woman he loved.
B it he did ask a servant who It was
with whom be had Just been conversing in the entrance ball, and tbe
girl said the gentleman was a Mr.
Langdon. No: Mrs. Atherley did not
know h in well. He was brought to her

The angular Italian handwriting of
the second letter recalled a faded
script iii his safe at that moment. Tin»
address in each case was a village on
the Yorkshire coast, a remote and Inaccessible place according to Philip's
the
of
recollection
map.
uualded
"Grange Ilouse" might be a farm or a
broken down manor, and Lady MorIand's admission of reduced circumstances indicated that they had chosen
the locality for economy's sake.
These appeals brought a frown of Indecision to Anson's brow. His uncle
and l]ls uucie's wife had unquestionably been the means of shortening and
embittering his mother's life. The man
might have acted In Ignorance; tbe

ity, you will oome to my bedside and assure a feeble old man of your forglvenees, I can meet the coming ordeal strong
in the certainty that Mary Anson will not
refuse what you have given in her behalf. Your sorrowing uncle,
PHILIP MORLÀND.
With this piteous
another:

epistle was inclosed

Dear Mr. Anson—I Join my earnest supplication to my husband's int you will

He
consolo his last hours wltli α visit.
blames himself for what has happened
more
mine
was
fault
the
In the past, yet
than his—far more. For his sake I willingly admit it. And I have been punished
Hulncd In for:uuc. with tny
for my sin.
husband at death's do'>r, I a:n i 'hod a
sorrowing woman. Yours f I » f-.i
LOUISA MOB .AND.
~

Blood Humors

Commonly cause pimples, boils, hives, eczema
salt rheum, or some other form of eruption; bat sometimes they exist In the system.
Indicated by feelings of weakness, languor,
loss of appetite, or general debility, without
causing any breaking out.
Hood's Sarsaparilla expels them, renovates,
strengthens and tones the whole system.
This is the testimony of thousands annually.
Accept no substitute, but Insist on having
or

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

In usual liquid form or In chocolated tablets
known as SftFMtabS. UOdoMaU.

"These hllitf knock oue's conveyances
I «tu having a uew cart
to pieces.
built, but it will be done (or iu a couple
of yea re. Out in nil weathers, you see.
To carry you I had to leave my man
at home."
The dc.-tor himself seemed to be

Evidently
young and smart looking.
Scandale agreed with him if not with
The horse, too, was a
his vehicles.
good one, and they moved through a
scattered village at a quick trot.
They met a number of people, but
Dr. Williams was talking so eagerly
to his companion that be did not nod

to any of them.
As the road began to climb toward
a bleak moorland he became less voluble,' more desirous to get Anson to
epenk. Philip thought that the doctor
listened to him with a curious eagerness.
Probably Sir Philip and Lady
Morland Impressed him as an odd
couple. lie would be anxious to /earn
what sort of relative this was who
had traveled from London to see them.
Philip was In small humor for conforward to
lie looked
versation.

exceedingly unpleasant Interview,

an

when his lips would utter consoling
words to which he must strive to Impart a genuine and heartfelt ring.
That would need an effort, to say the
least.
The

road wound Its way through
pines and heather, but ever upward,
until the trees yielded to au unbroken
range of oj>en mountain nnd the farms
that nestled In nooks of the hillside

disappeared wholly.
Glimpses of the

sen

were

caught

whore a precipitous valley tore a cleft
iu the land. On a lofty.brow lu front
Philip saw a solitary and half dismantled building.
"Is that the Grange Ilouse?" he in-

quired.

"Yes."

on onrth did two old people,
of them an invnlld, select such a

"Why
one

lonely residence?"
"That

has

been

days."

puzzling

me

for

"How long have they been here?"
"I ennnot say. I was only called In
four days ngo."

They passed

a

policeman patrolling

his country lient. The doctor gave him
affable smile. The man saluted
promptly, but looked after them with
He continued to watch
a puzzled air.
them at intervals until they reached
the Grange House.
Anson noticed that the track—it was
a
gate guarded in-Idle path nowmounted steadily to the very threshold.
"The place stands on the edge of a
an

cliff."

said.
•'Yes. It was built by some recluse.
The rock fnlis sheer—Indeed, slopes Inward to some extent—for 3'hi feet."
"Some day, I suppose, It will fall
into the sea."
•(Probably, but not In our time. Here
we are.
Just allow me to hitch the
reins to the gate post"
He Jumped lightly out of the dogne

They are wretchedly poor; uu unAnd she
See."
foreseen collapse.

read:

Of your pity. Mies Athorley, ask your
affianced husband to come to us and to
help us. I want nothing for myself, but
the mere slight of a few checks to pay
tradespeople, doctor &nd the rest will
He is a
soutlie Sir Philip's last hours.
proud man, and I know he Is heartbroken
to think he Is dying a pauper among
strangers.

So it ended as might be expected.
Philip wired to Grange House, Scursdale, to auuounce his coming. Ac-coin
panied by his valet, he left King's
Cross at 12 o'clock, but Ills parting
words to Evelyu were:
"See Mr. Abingdon after luncheon,
dear, and tell him what I am doing.

I will return tomorrow; meanwhile 1
will keep you informed by telegraph
of my movements."
After leaving the main line at York
there was a tiresome crawl to the
coast, broken by changes at Junctions
—wearying intervals spent In pacing
monotonous

platforms.

At last the train reached Scarsdale
at twenty minutes to 7. A few passengers alighted. The place was evidenly a small village not given over to
the incursions of summer visitors.
A tall man with "doctor" writ large
on his silk hat and frock coat ap

preached Philip.

"Mr. Anson?"
"Yes."
"I am Dr. Williams. I have brought
you a letter from Lady Morland. I'erhaps you will read it now. I expect It
explains my errand."
"Sir Philip Is still living?"
"Yes, but sinking fast."
Anson tore open the note. It was
brief.
Thank you for your prompt kindness.
Dr. Williams will drive you to tho house.
If you have brought a servant he might
fake your luggage to the Fox and Hounds
Inn, where Dr. Williams has socured
I regret exceedingly we
rooms for you.
have no accommodation here, but. In any

event, you
the Inn.

will

be

more

comfortable at

He looked at the doctor. In a vague
way his rolce recalled accents he seemed to recognize.
"Is there a telegraph office here?"
"Yes. We pass it. It closes at 8."

"I will not be back from the Grange
House before then?"
"Hardly. It is a half hour's drive."
You will stop α mo"Thank you.
tient at the telegraph office?"
The doctor hesitated.
"There Is so little time. Is it of
great lmportancet Of course"—
"Oh, I know what to do! Green,
take my traps to the Fox and Hounds
Inn; then go to the telegraph office and
send a message in my uume to Miss
Atherley, saying: 'Arrived. Sir Philip
worse.' That is all."
Anson's valet saluted and left them.

Dr. Williams said cheerfully:
"That disposes of a difficulty. Are
you ready, Mr. Anson?"
They entered a ramshackle dogcart,
for which the doctor apologized.

"Green ?"
"Yes, sir."
"Here ure my keys. Unlock the bag
and take the keys with you. You remember the small portmanteau in my
safe at Park lane?"
"Yes, sir."
"Open the safe, get that bag and
send it to me tomorrow night by train
to the Station hotel, York."
"Tomorrow night, sir?"
"Yes."
Tli.j keys were thrown with a rattle
on to a Wroad kitchen table. Evidently
Mr. Anson would not brook questions
as to l.ls movfchients. though his few
words sounded contradictory. (Jrecn
got down, unfastened the portmanteau
and went back to the dog<-art.
"They're queer folk I' t* Grange,"
said the stable boy as they drove way.
"There's a barrow night and a lady us
nobody ever sees, an' a dochtor, an* a
man—him as kein for ye."
"Surely the}· are well known here?"
"Not a bit of it. On'y bin here about

week. T' doctjr chap's very chirpy,
but yon uther is a rum "un."
Green was certainly puzzled very
greatly by the unexpected developments of the last few mi::tttcs, but he
was discreet and well trained.
He liked his young master and would
do anything to serve his interests.
Moreover, the ways of millionaires
were not the ways of other men. All
he could do was to hear and obey.
He slept none the less soundly because his master chose voluntarily to
bur}· himself, even for a little while,
in such a weirdly tumbledown old
mansion ns the («range House.
a
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ΛΧ'Τ I have a liglit?" said
riililp, with head screwed
mind to ascertain if the doctor were following him.
Some sense, whether of sight or
hearing he knew not, warned him of
movement near at hand, nn impalpable
effort, a physical tension us of a man
laboring under extreme but repressed
excitement.
He paid little heed to It. All the surroundings hi this weird dwelling were
so greatly at variance with Ills anticipations that lie partly expected to find

further surprises.
Dr. Williams did not answer. Philip
a 1 va ι iced a halting foot, a hesitating
hand groping for a door.
Instantly a stout rope fell over his

shoulders,

tightly drawn,
violently to the

noose was

"Are tin-re no servants?"
"Only an old woman and lier daughter. They are busy at this hour."
Philip understood that u meal might
He hoped not.
be In preparation.
Personally lie could not eat there.
Dr. Williams pressed the latch of an
old fashioned door. He whispered:
"Re as quiet as possible. He may he
asleep, if he Is, It will not Ik? for long,
poor fellow."
Indeed the dot-tor himself betrayed
some slight agitation now. He per spired somewhat, and his hand shook.
Anson followed him Into a somber
apartment, crudely furnished, half dim
Ing room, half kitchen. Though the
light of a June evening was dear
enough outside, the interior of the
house was gloomy in the extreme.
There were some dark curtains shroud-

■tone tloor of the passage. He f*h
prone on his face, hurtiug his nose and
mouth. The shock JarreU him greatly,
but his hands, if uot his urius, weltfree, und, with the instinct of self près
crvatiou tuat replaces ull other sensations in moments of extreme peril, he

a

doorway.

Moriand i.«j in there," murmurefl the doctor brokenly. "Will vou an

to herV"

Philip Otteyeri in silence. He passed
through the curtains. It was so dark

that he Imagined he must be In a
passage with a door at the other end.
"Can't I have a light?" he asked,
partly turning toward the room he had

Just quitted.

In the neglected garden at the landward front of tiie Grange House the
horse stood patiently on three legs,
ruminating no doubt on the steepness
of liilW and the excellence of pastures.
Nearly an hour passed thus in solemn
quietude. Then a boy on a bicycle,
red faced with exertion, pedaled man
fully np the hill and through the gate.
"I hope he's here," he thought. "It's
a long way to coot:, for nothln'."
Around his wai^t was a strap with a
pouch bearing the king's monogram.
Ile ran up to the door and gave a couple of thunderous knocks, the privileg-

ed rattat of a telegraph messenger.
Then a
There was a long delay.
heavy step approached, and a man
opened the door-a big. heavy faced
ina.i, with eyes that stared dreadfully
ami u nose damaged iu life's transit.
1 hi lip Ausou, Esq.," said the boy
brbkly, produclug a buir colored en-

velope.

1 .ie man seemed to swallow some·
thlig.
"Yes; he's here. Is that for him?"
"Yes, sir. Any reply Γ
The man took the telegram, closed
the door, and the boy heard his retreating footstep*. After some minutes hf
reti rued.

"It's too late to reply tonight, Isn't
It?" he inquired.
"Yes. sir. It coom'd after hours, but
they'd paid t' porterage i< Lunnon so t'
postmistress said ye'd mebbe like to
hev it at yaace. I've rlddeu all t' way

frae Scarsdale."
Late that evening, when the pro
tracted gloaming of the north was fas(
yielding to the shadows of a cloud;

night, the big man from the Grange
House drove into Scarsdale. He pulled
up at the I-'ox and Hounds public
house. He wanted Mr. Green.
Anson's valet came.
"Your ma-'ter says you are to brinj?
his portmanteau to the Grange House
tonight. He intends remaining there
You must get the landlord to sit up
until you return. It will take you an
hour and a half to drive lw»th ways."
Green was ready In five minutes.
He learned that ι stable boy must
crouch at their feet to bring the dog
It was the property of the
cart back.

Fox aud Hounds proprietor.
λ ery unwillingly the horse swung
off again toward the moor. There wat.
little conversation. The driver was
taciturn, the Londoner somewhat scared by the dark loneliness.
At the Grange House they were met
by Philip Anson. He stood In the open
doorway. He held a handkerchief to
his lips and spoke In a husky voice, the
voice of one under the stress of great

agitation.

"That you, Green? Just give my bag
to the driver and return to the village
Here Is a five pound note. Pay youi
bill and go back to London by the first
tralu tomorrow. I stop here some few

days."

The astonished servant took the note.

lie

a

and

Lady

ing.

house, the kitc'ieu, his III favored coin·

panlon carrying Philip's portmanteau
within, when lie heard his master's
v. ire η Rain and saw him standing l»etween the partly drawn curtains, with
his face quite visible in the dim rays
of the lamp.

nnrt

ing

Ile was at Mount street lu throe minutes.
Evelyu looked serious unci began by
holding out u letter to hlni. lie recognized Lady M· .land's writing.
"Philip—those people—who behaved
so badly to your mother"—
"Have they dared to trouble you?"
"Oh, it Is so sad. Your uncle Is dy-

Before» lie conld reply Ills mtuter turned, crossed a room feebly lighted by a
dull lump and passed through a curtained doorwry.
Green was s.irlug perplexedly at tliu

was

Jerked

valiantly to rise.
Kilt he was grasped by the neck with

strove

brutal force und some one knult on
his back.

voke, "do you remember Jock}

Ma-

Ϊ"
So he liaa talleu into u trap, cunningly prepared by wbut fiendish combination of fact and artiiice be bad yet to
learn.
Jocky Mason, tbe skuiiiiilg
criminal of Johnson's Mews. Was be
sou

in ihnl man's power?
luder such conditions a man thinks
quickly, l'hilip's brst ordered thought
lie bad fallen into
was one ot relief,
tbe clutches of an English brigand.
Money would settle this difficulty if all

failed.
other
"Yes, yes," he gurgled, half stran
gled l>y the tierce pressure on his
throat.
"You bit me once from behind. You
can't complain if 1 do the same. You
beut me to a living lioli for ten years—
uot your fault that it wasn't forever.
means

■tractions be pressed bis bands over
bis eyes.
"Bring sotne brandy, white liter. Do
jou want me to <k> everything?"
This gruff order awoke Grenier to
trembling action. He went to a cupboard and procured a bottle. Mason,
having placed Anson in a chair and
steadied bis head against the wall,
seized half a tumblerful of the neat
spirit and drunk It with gusto. The
other, gradually recovering his self contrit!, was satisfied with a less potential
draft.
"It will be dark soon." growled Ma"We must undress him first, you

son.

said."

"Yes, if bis clothes are not blood
stained."
He must go luto the water
"Rot!
naked In any case. The Idea Is your
own."
"Ah, I forgot. It will soon be all
right. Resides, I knew I should be upset, so I have everything written down
here—all fully thought out. There can

be no mNtake made then."
He produced a little notel>ook and
opened it with uncertain fingers. He
glanced at a closely written page. The
words danced before his vision, but be

persevered.

"Yes. His coat first, then bis boots;
clothes or Iluen stained with blood to
be burned, after cutting off all buttons. Now I'm ready. I will not funk
any more."
nis temperament linked the artistic
and criminal faculties In sinister combination. and he soon recovered his
domination In a guilty partnership. It
must have been the Instinct of the
pickpocket that led him to appropriate
Philip's silver watch, with Its (|uulnt
shoelace attachment, !>efore he touched any other article.
"A
"Queer thinjc!" he commented
rich man might afford a better timekeeper, but there's no accounting for 4

tastes."

Mason, satiated and stupefied, obeyed bis Instructions like a ministering
ghoul. They undressed Philip wholly,
and Grenier, rapidly denuding himself

of his boots and outer clothing, donned
these portions of the victim's attire.
Then the paint tubes and the other
accessories of an actor's makeup were
produced. Grenier, facing a mirror
placed on α table close to Philip, began to remodel his own plastic features
In close similitude to those of the un·
He was greatly asconscious man.
sisted by the fact that In general contour they were not strikingly different.
Philip's face was of a line classical
type. Grenier, whose nose, mouth and
chin were fr>utilar and pleasing, found
the greatest <!!!Hculty in controlling the
shifty, ferret M'e expression of his
eyes. Again. Philip had no mustache.
The only costume 1»· re-illy liked to
v.ear was his yachting uniform, and
here lie conformed to the standard of
the navy. The shaven Hp, of course,
All that
was helpful to his Imitator.
was needed was an artistic eye for the
chief effect, combined with α skilled
And herein Greuse of Ills materials.
nier was an adept.

[το

be

continued.J

POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
A

boy's

hoy who

Idea of η hero is another
away from borne.

runs

Nothlnu is so often overestimated as
the information κίνοη confidentially.
As a rule, what a man ca-Hs his

rights represent merely desired privl-.
I
leges.
You may have forgotten more

thanj

the other man knows aud still Ikî a
short horse.
The man who Is scared into being
good Is the one most likely to l>oast
of his exceeding virtue.
There are lots of ways of wasting
time. Feeling sorry for yourself brings
about as little returns as any.
When a man κ*.es to church and
hears a sermon which seems intended
expressly for him, he never enjoys It
very much.
As the prize winner In the bluest
baby contest, the man who doesn't get
sick very often I« a strong competitor
when he does.—Atchison Ololte.

Lie still! Not all your money can save
Drinking Excusas.
you now. 1 am Judge and Jury and
Excnses for drinking are always at
You are dying—dyingbell itself.
hand. Here are the live familiar ones:
dead!"
Good wine, a frb-nd. or being dry,
And with the bnal words drawled
Or lest we ohould be by and by—
with
bitter
intensity
Into bis ears
Or any other reason why.
υη
If they don't suffice one can always
Philip felt a terrible blow descend
bis head, There was nu pain, no fear, fall hack upon l>r. Shui Johnson's,
all
the
uo poignant emotion at leaving
"He who makes a beast of himself
world held so dear to him. There was gets rid of the pain of being a man."
an awful shock. A thundercloud seem- On the other hand, here are three reaed to burst in bis brain, and be sank sons. one of them cog· nt. that a Bos-

into the void without a groan.
tonlau gave for not drinking:
"First.—I can't drink, for I've Just
Now, in failing tbe bard felt bat be
Second (when
wore dropped iu trout of bis face. The lost a near relative.
No. I really can't.
first wild movement of his bead tilted much pressed».
it outward, but the savage Jerk given You know I'm president of a temperThird (when he was
by bis assailant brought tbe rini slight- ance society.
nui' h more pressed).—No. I can't, Inly over bis skull again.
I've Just hid four or live cocklu the almost complete darkness of docvl.
the passage Mason could not see tbe tails."—Boston Globe.
slight protection this afforded to bis
victim, and the sledge hammer blow
Queer Srr.okes.
be delivered with a life preserver—that
"Tobacco," .jaid a tobacconist, "Isono
utterso
named
murderous implement
of many h"rl s that are smoked. Iu the
ly at variance with its purpose—did not orient, for Instance, bhang or cannareveal the presence of an obstacle.
bis. a drug that gives one the desire to
He struck with a force that would caress
people's feet, goes into loads of
bave stunned an ox; it must have killed
Sonic savage* smoke the loaves
pipes.
any man be he tbe hardest skulled abo- of the wild potato and the wild tomato.
rigine that ever breathed. But the The-e bitter leaves are narcotic. They
stout rim of the bat, though crushed throw you Into a pleasant stupor. Purlike an eggshell, took off some of the sued In, though, they bring Insanity.
leaden Instrument's tremendous im- Some of the Swiss glides smoke
pact. Philip, though quite insensible, 'mountain tobacco.' a weed that grows
His sentient faculties
was not dead.
only at great heights. This stuff prowere annihilated for the time, but his duces an Intoxication akin to alcohol's.
heart coutiuued its life giving func- Our Indians, when hard up, smoke holtions, and be breathed with impercep- ly and sumac leaves and the silvery
tible ilutterings.
leaves of 'Indian tobacco.' which every
Mason rose, panting with excitement, boy has chewed."—New Orleans Timesglutted with satisfied hate. lie lifted Democrat.
—

bis victim's inert form with the ease
of his great strength.
"Come ou!" he shouted and strode
toward a door, which be kicked open.
A step souuded huVtlngly in tbe pasGrenier, tbe slo-disant doctor,
sage.
livid now and shaking with the ague of
Irretrievable crime, stumbled after Ills
callous associate. Unconsciously
he kicked Philip's lint to one side. Ile
entered the room, an apartment with u
boundless view of the sea.
Here there was more light than In
The windows faced tothe kitchen.
ward the northwest, and the Inst radiance of a setting sun illumined u wall
more

the right.
"Iu this
"Not there!" be gasped.
cbalr. His face—I must see his face!"
Mason, still clasping his InaulmaU
burden, laughed with a snarl.
"Stop that!" be roared. "Pull yourself together. Get some braudy. I've
done my work. If you can't do yours,
let n:e finish It."
"Oh, Just a moment! Give me time!
I hate the si;'ht of blood. Get a towel.
His clothes!
Bind It round his neck.
They will be saturated. And wipe bis
on

face. I must see his face."
Grenier was hysterical. He had the
highly struug nervous system of a girl
\fhere deeds of bloodshed were conWhile Mason obeyed Ills Incerued.

Shopping In London.
One of the first things an American
man or woman rushes out to buy In
London Is a serviceable well cut mackintosh, and the second article to be
purchased Is usually an umbrella. A
man can buy In London a smart waterproof which with occasional reproofing will last him a lifetime for 3 or 4
guineas. In New York a very bad Imito $.V>.
tation will cost him from
Tile· British umbrella !s not only a
thing of beauty In workmanship, but
It will outlast all competitors across
the seas.—London Express.

Mixed.
Here Is a mixture of kingdoms. If not
of metaphors, taken from a history examination paj>er: "He stretched his
sultry leugth beneath the ewe tree's
Rhade." "Away back as far as the time
of Jack Cartier England sent her ships
Into Hudson bay to trade beads and
muskets with the Indians for Ivory off
the walrus tree."—Century.

Not an Expert Opinion.
"He has Just returned from MexiHe says a Mexican burro is the
co.
most aggravating!}* stubborn thing on
earth."
"He isn't married."—Houston Poet.
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geraocrat,

Ohio,

a

Liberty

Holden

of

Cleveland,

former student of Qould Acad-

emy fifty yean ago, recently
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Bethel and has
again shown his interest
in the Institution which was his alma
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, OCT. 15, 1907.
mater and has purchased the residence
of E. C. Bowler, which joins the academy property) and presented it to the
A Τ WOOD ék FORBES,
Parla HUL
academy for a dormitory, a need much
ISSUED

TUESDAYS.

Editer· u4

PrcprUton.

visited

felt as the school has increased in numA. E. FOKBU.
UEO·*»· M. ATWOOD.
ΙΠret BaptlM Church, Kev. K. O. Taylor, pastor bers.
Two years ago he gave the "PrinPreaching every Sunday at 10 :iû A. m. Sunday cipal's Home," and certainly his generosSchool at 13 M.
Sabbath Evening Service at
friends of
TKftXJ —«1 JO a year If paid strictly In advance. 7:30 F. M. Y. P. 3. C. S. Tuesday evening. ity is fully appreciated by the
Otherwise #3.00 » rear. Single copie· 4 cents. Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 30. Cove- the academy who are interested in its
nant Meeting the last Friday before the 1st future
All legal advertisement·
growth, and also by the students
Α υτ**πβΚΜ«χτβ
Sunday of the month at 2:30 Γ. M. All not
who receive a new inspiration in the
are riven three consectlve Insertions for $1-30 otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
contract·
of
column.
In
Inch
Special
length
per
Universalis*Church, Rev.C. A. Knickerbocker, knowledge that one who has once been a
made with local, traoalent an J yearly advertis- Pastor. Preaching service
every Sunday at 10:45 student here is
helping them to lay the
er·.
a.m. Sunday School at 11:45.
foundation for the success in life which
electric
faet
■Jo· Pu.tn.ie —Sew type,
pre····,
his
has
crowned
efforts.
A cement walk baa been laid from tbe
power, experience·! workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of oar baal- front door of tbe academy building to
The Bethel library has received the
ae·· complete and popular.
gift of $500 from Mr. William Hastings.
tbe sidewalk.
More or less p«ople were employed on The need of reference books has long
IIN<iLE COPIES.
Sunday, not in the Scriptural occupation been felt and no sooner was the need of
Single Copie· of the Democrat are Our cents of pulling tbeir ox out of a pit into our library made known to Mr. Hastings
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
which he bad fallen on the Sabbath day, than his check for $500 was at once
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
It is hoped other friends will
Jngle copie· of each Issue have been placed on but in the no lees necessary work of get- given.
who
iale at the following places In the County
ting the apples where they will be safe. manifest a generous spirit. Those
ShurUoff's Drug Store.
South Paris,
are too good property to risk have worked diligently for the library
Apples
Norway,
Soy»··' Drug Store.
have realized its needs the most and
freezing this year.
Stone's Drug Store.
Hon. Prentiss Cummings of Boston, most deeply appreciate Mr. Hastings1
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Ruckileld,
Mrs. Harlow, Post Office.
Paris IU11,
who has recently returned from a Euro- kindly generosity, and to him the library
West Paris.
Samuel T. White.
pean tour, is at his summer place, the is indebted for the making possible
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
"Owl's Nest," in this village.
many improvements its friends have so
Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Daviee closed long desired.
Mrs. E. C. Rowe, Mrs. F. L. Edwards,
Coming Event·.
tbeir summer home and returned to
Mrs. J. M. Philbmok and Miss Belle
New York last Saturday.
Oct. 13, Κ—Oxford Conference of CongregationClayton K. Brooke of Cambridge, Purington were among the number who
al i hurches, Oxford.
Nov. 5.—Oxford Pomona Grange. Oxford.
Mass., was a guest at George M. At- attended the music festival in Portlaud.
Station Agent W. A. Bunting is movNov. 12, 13.—Oxford Association of Unlver | wood's Thursday, having been called to
sails*-, Turner Center.
ing into the rent in Kimba!l Park, reMaine on a business trip.
Lewis M. Brown and family moved cently vacated by E. C. VandenkerckNKW ADVERTISEMENTS
from -Old Brick" to "Lyoneden" Satur- hoven.
Mr. Eli Stearns has sold to the SolFall Season.
day, and are entertaining as a guest
diers' Monument Association a portion
Horse Blankets
Capt. William W. Kimball, U. S. N.
Th· Ba*« Shoe.
Hon. Edward L. Parris is having an of land on the corner of Main, High and
Life Is a Blank.
extensive job of repairing done to his Mechanic Streets and the foundation for
For Sale.
the monument will be laid at once.
J. Pledge.
summer home here.
For Sale.
It is reported that Mr. Daniel HastCarroll I. Hooper of Boston was at
Killrton l'h»noicrH|ihe.
Paris Hill several days last week.
ings has purchased the lot, corner of
tiood Horse for Sale.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Mrs. Ε. H. Guyer of Rock Island, 111., Main and Church Streets, where Bean's
Petition for Discharge.
store formerly stood.
is a guest at Tbe Beeches.
Parker*» Hair Hainan·.
Last Saturday, Oct. 5th, Mrs. Louisa
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson and Mrs. At wood
Crawford Ranges.
attended the Maine Music Festival at B., widow of the late Stephen Packard,
died at the home of her son, H. A. PackHere and There.
Portland last week.
ard. Funeral services were held in the
Pond.
M. E. church Tuesday conducted by
Bryant's
The desire for speed, not satisfied
Mrs. Lizzie Lane of Portland is keep- Rev. F. B. Schoonover. Interment in
with the swiftness of an expert operator
ing house for her father, A. S. Bryant, the family lot at North Paris.
on a modern typewriter, has produced a
Mnch sympathy is expressed for Mr.
and her sister, Mrs. Georgia Stone, has
word*
at
whole
writes
machine which
and Mrs. H. A. Packard in the loes of
returned to the city for the winter.
most
of
the
comonce.
Twenty-four
Fred S. Soule of Freeport was in town their infant daughter, Thelma Louise,
mon words appear entire, and the stroke
this week calling on old acquaintances. last Sunday.
of a key writes a word.
Miss Sarah Hall died last Monday
Mr. Soule was a resident here back in tbe
"70e, having been employed for several after a long illness. Funeral services
were
held at her late home Thursday
Speaking of invention, it is now some years in the store of the late Fred M
time since anything has been produced Kartlett. For a number of years he has and the abuudance of dowers were an
which is apparently destined to work a been engaged in the clothing business in expression of sympathy and a loving
revolution of any sort, butt there is no his native town and has been very suc- tribute to one who has left many friends
who will long cherish her memory.
knowing when some such thing will cessful.
The remains of Mrs. Martha A. Swan Rev. C. N. Gleason, her pastor, officiated.
make its appearance. A few years since
Mr. E. C. Bowler and party started
the writer was passing a building where were brought here Oct. 4th from Auwere buried on the Lapham
a big placard on the wall announced the gusta, and
Wednesday for the Jamestown ExMr. and Mrs. Davis Lovejoy,
presence of a phonograph inside, where lot in Lakeside cemetery. Mrs. Swau position.
was the youngest child of the late Johu Mr. and Mrs. Η. N. Upton, Mr. and
one could hear selections—not, as now.
in superabundance, at nominal cost, but I Lapham. She was born in 1S51 and her Mrs. M. L. Thurston, daughter Edith
through ear-tubes, at tive cents per tune. farly life was passed in this town. She and son Wade, and Mr. Lee Thurston of
Λ man of scientific attainments, walking married Dennis Swan, son of Samuel S. Bethel were in the party.
Services were resumed at the Congrejust ahead with his head bowed in Swan, an old resident of Woodstock.
thought, suddenly raised his eyes and j The Rostell Stock Co. will be at the gational church Sunday, the pastor recaught sight of the placard, and exclaim- Opera House one night this week, pre- turning from his vacation Wednesday.
Rev. and Mrs. Schoonover are received, "What do you suppose the next senting "Hearts of the Blue Ridge."
thing will be—some devilish contrivance This is their third appearance here this ing congratulations upon the birth of a
find out what a man's
ti>
thinking season. One special feature of their ap- little daughter.
Great
"The
about?"
MIDDLE INTERVALS.
pearance here will be
Hoodana," Famous Handcuff King and
Mrs. Louisa B. Packard, widow of the
Breaker.
Jail
Δη aeronaut who nearly got drowned
late Stephen Packard, passed away Oct.
Money is being raised to build an inde- 5, after a long life of activity, being
the other day in making an ascension
front the Jamestown exposition, is frank pendent telephone line in the village, nearly 5K) years of age. She was the
instruenough to go contrary to the popular starting in with about a dozen
daughter of Joseph and Lovina Penley
trend of thought and talk, and declare ments.
of Paris. She was a deep mourner of
brick
the
Samuel Estes is completing
that navigation of the air is still in its
the death of her husband, who died
infancy, and still an occupation accom- work for the foundation of the new Bap- about nine years ago. He formed her
tist
parsonage.
panied with much danger. And so it
acquaintance while teaching school in
J. B. Farrar has finished work at the Paris in his
will continue to be, for many years yet.
younger years.
in
will
and
mill
logging
engage
spool
Mrs. Packard died at the home of her
east
the
in
from
hie
lot
off
this
winter
some
she
is wrote gets
English as
son, A. H. Packard. She retained her
illuminatioa in a
current paragraph part of the town.
faculties uutil the hist and kuew her
is in town arMcAllister
Mrs.
Norman
as
that
children who stood by her bedside. She
follows—except
reading
italics are our own for the purpose of ranging for the removal of her house- leaves a son and daughter who reside in
suggestion: "The increased price of I hold goode to Woodforde.
Bethel, one son in Monmouth, one at
Horace Littlefield has purchased Geo. West
milk did not ίο down in Belfast, and the [
Paris, and a daughter in PhiladelW. Waterhouse's apples.
price has been put back to six cents."
phia, who was with her mother in her
is
soon
Hose
Co.
The building of the
last illness, also a daughter in Kingston,
The Democra's of Massachusetts, at to be thoroughly repaired, inside and Ν. IL, and one in Corinna, Me., and a
will
in
the
room
out.
The
upper story
their state convention, manifested the
son, S. G. Packard, in Elmira, Ν. Y.,
the V. I. S. to
party's fatal capacity for blundering, be fitted up in shape for to
being next younger than Ellen P. Kimbe
also
hold
occupied
entertainments,
in
the
of
the
Bartlett
and
action
forces,
ball of Bethel. Though of ripe years
as a reading room for members of the
their
and it was her time to die, she will be
jamming through
programme by
force, resulted in the Whitney forces, company.
much missed by all of her children,
in
WoodNo reports yet of deer killing
who were really in the majority, holding
the daughter who resides in
especially
several
seasons
During past
another convention in the rear of the stock.
Bethel and stood by her bedside until
week
of
first
the
here
been
killed
have
hall and declaring Whitney the nominee.
the last, and her brother who lives in
The affair is everywhere roundly con- <>pen time.
Bethel, who cared for his mother until
Bert
of
Isaac
Litchfield,
Lapham
demned. The really funny thing about
the last.
of
AuDavie
Mrs.
and
George
it is the position of some of the Dem- Young
"Dearest mother, tliou hast left us,
burn were at A. C. Ricker's Sunday.
ocratic papers that it ought not to
And thy loss Is (treat, we feel,
store
But 'tie Gel that has bereft uf>,
hie
is
Mann
J.
Edwin
having
votes for Guild, the Republican canHe can all our sorrows heal."
didate, bat ought to make Whitney bouse repaired and paintod.
services conducted by Rev. F. B.
Funeral
will
be
mill
another
that
is
rumored
It
of
But
those
Massachusetts.
governor
Interment at North Paris
on the site of tbe Schoonover.
papers are old enough to know that erected by tbe Manns
by the side of her husband and children.
things don't work that way in politics. one burned last March.
Mr. David Hayes, now a resident of
It is the partv that blunders that suffers
West Sumner.
for the blander, as a rule, not the other I Panama, was in town Thursday. He ie
T. J. Cat θ, a senior of Bates College,
on a four weeks' visit to Maine.
Lewistou, supplied in the Baptist church
Hebron.
Steadfastness to Law.
Sunday.
Mrs. Omittie Robbins leaves for Lynu,
The Ζ. L. Packard Relief Corps was
(Pre«klent Kooeevelt'# Keokuk speech.)
the winter
Toa know that I believe that the entertained by the Relief Corps of Ox- Mass., Saturday, to spend
with her daughter.
National government, jn the interests of ford Saturday of last week.
Miss llelen Howe left Friday for her
Rev. Mr. Bock of Kennebunkport gave
the people, should assume much the
in Minot. She will return to her
same supervision and control of the in- a very interesting sermon here Sunday. home
Hebron school Monday.
from
terstate common carriers that it now Mr. Rock graduated
Clinton Bisbee of Auburn is boarding
exercises over the national banks. You Academy several years ago and left
know furthermore that I believe that many warm friends here who were glad at John Heald's.
E. L. Philbrook of Livermore, cattle
this supervision and control should be to welcome him back.
The ball game at Auburn Saturday buyer, was in town Thursday.
exercised in a spirit «f rigid fairness
Mrs. John Knowlton of Strickland's
High School
toward the corporations, exacting justice between Edward Little
from them on behalf of the people but and Hebron scored β to 4 in favor of Ferry is visiting Mrs. Freeman Farrar.
Miss Flossie Farrar, who has been
There- Hebron.
giving them justice in return.
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant went to West spending a few weeks at Livermore
fore we need wise laws, and we need to
bave them resolutely administered. We Peru Monday to visit her son. Ernest Falls visiting friends, has returned borne.
Frank Chandler and lady friend of
can get such laws, such administration Sturtevant.
How many line storms are we to have Salem, Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
only if the people are alive to their
F. M. Chandler.
this fall?
interests.
Mrs. dementia Abbott, who has spent
There was quite a killing froet here
Each man here knows that he himself
the
summer with relatives here, has rethe
has been able to use his freedom to ad- Tuesday night, the first bad one of
turned to Rumford Falls where she will
vantage only provided that he could season.
spend the winter with her daughter, who
master himself, that he could control his
North Buckfleld.
is the wife of Dr. C. M. Bisbee.
own passions and direct his own faculMrs. Maggie lleald had the misfortune
Died, in North Bucktield, Oct. 10,
ties. Each of you fathers and mothers
here knows that if your sons are to do James F. Ricknell, aged SO years, 5 mo., to step on a rusty nail about a week
ago. The nail penetrated the sole of
well in the world they must know how 3 days.
her boot and made an ugly wound in her
B. P. Heald has put in a new safe.
to master themselves. Every man must
David Record has got bis new house foot. She was confined to her bed for
have a master; if he is not his owu masseveral days with it.
ter, then somebody else will be. This is plastered.
Charles Tucker and wife are at work
Apple pickers are in good demand.
just as true of public life as of private
Owners of orchards are offering Î2.00
life. If we can not master ourselves, for Albion Ricker picking apples.
and
and
$2.50 per day and boarded, and no
daughcontrol ourselves, then sooner or later
Washington Heald, wife,
Some farmers
we shall have to submit to outside con- ter, Carolyn, visited friends at Rumford men to be had at that.
fear their apples will freeze on the trees
trol. One way of exercising such con- Falls last week.
Mrs. Melissa Cressey is visiting her before they are able to gather them.
trol is through the laws of the laud.
E. G. Doble recently shipped 16 barOurs is a government of liberty, but it is sister, Mrs. Martha Record, in this place.
Fred Harlow is at work for Mert War- rels of Wolf River apples for which he
of that orderly liberty
a government
received $57.23 uet, after all expenses
which comes by and through the honest ren.
The hail storm last August hurt the were paid. Culverts brought only 51.28
enforcement of and obedience to the law.
At intervale during
the last few apples in our vicinity so badly they are per barrel.
James Tuell had an ill turn last Saturmonths the appeal has been made to me not salable.
Charles Philbrook and wife and Nor- day while driving his baker's cart at
not to enforce the law against certain
East
have
Sumner. Mrs. Tuell was telebeen
wrongdoers of great wealth because to man Philbrook of Norway
do bo would interfere with the business visiting their grandparents in our place phoned for and Dr. Maraton was summoned from Buckfield. They brought
prosperity of the country. Under the the past week.
him home and at this writing he is much
effects of that kind of fright which when
better, but is not able to drive his cart
Lovell.
sufficiently acute we call panic, this apagain.
peal has been made to me even by men
Many apples are being sold to H. C.
Mrs. Hiram Ilowe has a rose begonia
who ordinarily bebave as decent citizen·. Baxter A Co. at the corn
shop for can- that has several leaves that measure
One newspaper which has itself strongly
ning
purposes. They pay $1.00 per bar- 16 1-2
by 13 inches. It completely covadvanced this view gave prominence to
rel, and the barrels returned.
This beauers the top of a small stand.
the statement of a certain man of great
Mrs. F. H. Swett, who has been away
tiful plant has grown from a one leaf
wealth to the effect that the so-called from here since the Are which
destroyed slip which Mrs. Howe set out last spring.
tinancial weakness was due entirely to her
home, is now at Lloyd Poor's, and
Mr. Hiram Howe, who has just passed
the admitted intention of
President her household
which
have been
goods,
his 82d birthday, is suffering with a seRoosevelt to punish the large moneyed stored at John B.
Kimball's, are to be vere cold.
At last accounts he was gaininterests which had transgressed the sold at
auction, to day, Saturday.
and we hope soon to see him out
laws. If that be so, while I do not adMrs. Cassie Smith, who has been away ing
mit it, as far as I ain concerned it must for a few weeks on a
%
visit, has returned again.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Beck of Norway
be accepted as a disagreeable but unto her home.
of
and
the
Mr.
Mrs.
were
James
guests
avoidable feature in a course of policy
Mellen Eastman, who has been sick
Tuell ono day this week.
which as long as I am President will not for a few
weeks, is out and about again.
be changed.
East Brownfield.
Repairs are being made on the grist
In any great movement for righteous- and dowel mill at the
village, where conThe \V. C. T. U. held its regular meetwhere
the
forces
of
evil
are
ness,
strong- siderable damage was done by a washing at Mrs. Julia Bean's last Friday.
ly intrenched, it is unfortunately in- out in the summer.
The Congregational Circle served a
evitable that some unoffending people
Marshall McAllister has bought a âne
harvest
supper at Bradbury Hall last
should suffer in company with the real
horse, brought from Jackson,
looking
Wednesday evening. About eighteen
offenders. This i« not our fault. It is N. B.
dollars were received.
the fault of those to whose deceptive
Josiah H. Stearns is stopping for :■
Mrs. Ethel Stickney and children, who
action these innocent people owe their while with bis
W.
Mrs.
G.
daughter,
bave spent the summer at the Stickney
false position. A year or two ago certhe
at
village.
Walker,
homestead, have returned to Beverly.
tain representatives of labor called upon
Isaac Hobbs has finished six uiouih»'
Miss Isabel Stickney is in Boston for a
me and in the course of a very pleasant
work for H. W. Palmer and returned to
few days.
conversation told me that they regarded the
village.
C. E. Gibson of New York was in town
I answered
me as the friend of labor.
James H. Walker and daughter Nellie last
Saturday.
that I certainly was, and that I would have been at Portland a few
days.
Mrs. Emily Hamilton of Waterboro
do everything in my power for the laborDr. C. P. Hubbard and wife have re- was entertained in several homes here
ing man except anything wrong I have turned from a visit of a number of weeks last week.
the same answer to make to tbe business at South
Paris, Portland and Hiram.
The G. A. R. campfire last Saturday
man.
I will do everything I can to help
was a very successful affair.
business conditions,
except anytking
East Waterford.
that it wrong. And it would be not
West Lovell.
Geo. Stuart, wife and two children, of
merely wrong but infamous to fail to do
Dana McAllister has sold his Smith
all tbat can be done to secure tbe pun- Portland, have been visiting hia mother,
ishment of those wrongdoers
whose Mrs. Will McGowan, and sister, Mra. borse and bought one of Geo. Harriman.
Several have bad colds.
deeds are peculiarly reprehensible be- Dana Berry.
Mrs. Will Chadbourne and son Philip
Picking apples seems to be the order
cause they are not committed under the
have returned from a visit to relatives sf the day.
•trees of want.
C. D. Lord came home to help dig
in Penobscot.
Last Tuesday's southwest gale was
Mrs. Sidney Hall'· brother, Chester potatoes.
the hardest October blow Maine has Brown, wife and two children, of Twin
G. C. Lord and nieces, Lillian and Nelseen for some years.
No large single Mountain, X. H., are with her for a lie, visited at his brother Millard's in Alitems of damage were done, bat con- time.
t>any over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Guptlll of Chatham
siderable in minor line·, tree· blown
Henry O. Rolfe crashed his nttle
down, fruit blown off, wire· taken down, linger in the dowel laths in his mill risited Mrs. GuptlU's parents, Alexander
and so on.
Laroqus and wife, last Sunday.
Tuesday.
—
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|
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|
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West ParU.

Baclcfleld.

Bethel.
Hon.

Remember the harvest dinner and rapMr. and Mra. J. F. Packard retained
Saturday from a visit to tbelr daughter per at Good Will Hall Thursday of thii
week, Oct. 17th. A good variety of
at Fairfleld.
Nezinscot Lodge, No. 104, I. O. O. F., appetising food will be furnished and a
worked the third degree on three candi- generous patronage la aollcited.
dates Saturday night.
Sunday, Oct. 6th, at the morning serJohn H. Fletcher of Norway haa re- vice at the Universallst church there
beautifulcently purchased a ledge containing a waa a baptiam, and a nolo waa
Mr. ly sung by Miaa Jane Tonka of Waahlngmineral vein of O. G. Turner.
Perien Dudley haa been working this ton, D. C., a vocal teacher of that city,
vein for Mr. Fletcher for two weeks and who waa a guest of Rev. Misa Macduff.
has been very successful, having taken In the evening the union service at the
out some very fine specimens of blue, Methodist church under the auspices of
white and green beryls which will be the W. C. T. U. was well attended.
sent to New York to be finished. The Qood music waa furnished by a choir:
indications are very promising for a Mrs. F. S. Farnum, soprano; Mrs. C. K.
Chase, alto; Mr. H. R. Tuell, baas; Rev.
good yield from this vein.
F. R. Dyer attended the funeral of E. D. L. Joslin, tenor. Interesting remarks
H. Gleason at Rumford Falls Sunday. were made by Rev. Isabella S. Macduff
Mr. Dyer and Mr. Gleason were room- and Rev. D. L. Joslin, Scripture reading
mates at the last session of the legisla- and prayer by Rev. Mr. McKenzle of the
ture at Augusta.
Baptist church.
lit. S. T. White was away Thursday
The funeral of Mr. Chas. B. Atwood
and
M.
E.
church
held
from
the
was
Tuesday
Friday of last week on a visit to
noon, Rev. Mr. Webber of Rumford Falls Lewiston and to the Topeham fair.
Business is lively at Mr. R. L. Cumofficiating, assisted by Rev. A. W. Pottle, pastor of the church. Mr. Atwood mings' farm where he has a crew of
was sick only a few weeks, and was, up about twenty men picking his apple orto the time of his sickness, one of our chard. Mrs. W. O. Hammond and Miss
He Jennie L. Bradbury are working in the
most active and robust citizens.
W. G. Hammond is packing
was nearly 83 years of age and has been house.
engaged in business in this town for apples for Mr. Cummings, and Mr. and
their place
many years, holding the respect of all Mrs. Bartlett are staying at
who knew him. He .is survived by a and caring for their atock in their abwife and two sons, F. H. and E. F. At- sence. Mies Hazel Hammond is boardwood.
ing at H. G. Brown's and attending
Monday night, Oct. 7, Mayflower school.
Mr. Henry Batea of New Haven, Conn.,
Chapter, Older of the Eastern Star, was
formally instituted by Grand Patron, A. came here recently. He is having a two
H. Totman, of Fairfleld, who also in- weeks' vacation.
Miss Jennie M. Brown, who was restalled the following officers for the encently called to Ruroford Falls by the
suing year:
illness of her brother's wife, returned
Worthy Matron—Mra. Belle Nulty.
Worthv I'atron—K. R. D* er.
home last week. Mrs. Brown is someilea
1(1.
Associate Matron—Mies Margaret
what improved in health.
Secretary—Mies Lizzie Allen.
Much to the regret of the Baptist peoTreasurer—Mrs. Carrie Rawson.
Chaplain—Mrs. Eunice Prince.
ple Mr. S. Evans has resigned his pastorConductress—Mrs. Gertru le Heal·!.
ate of tho Pree Baptist church here and
Atsoclate Conductress—Mrs. Mary Warren.
Adah—Mrs. Laura Murch.
preached bis last sermon last Sunday.
Ruth—Mrs. Mattle Conant.
He has been much liked during his stay
Esther—Mrs. Julia Shaw.
here.
Martha—Mrs. Lola Haweon.
The Murray-Rostell Stock Co. again
Electa—Mrs. Maude Morrill.
Warden—Mise Annie Col·*.
a play at Dunham's Hall last
presented
A.
Murch.
Sentinel—Mr. II.
Friday evening. They were just from
This chapter was organized last spring Rumford Falls where they had played
with about thirty charter members and for Reveral nights.
has been working under a dispensation
the happy
Miss Helen Dexter is
until now. After the meeting an oyster possessor of a new Kcakaur piano.
new
was
The
served.
chapter
Dr. F. H. Packard and family returned
supper
starts with very favorable prospects for a some time since from their camp and
successful organization.
are now occupying their house here.
Apple picking and packing are the The doctor was called Tuesday of last
leading occupations at this time. Sever- week to Bethel to attend his mother's
al car loads have already been shipped funeral. The body was brought here
from this station.
and carried to North Paris for burial in
Mrs. Horace A. Irish attended the the family lot.
Maine Music Festival in Portland the
Allan Cole and Samuel B. Ellingwood
have gone to Dummer and Millsfield, Ν.
past week.
Mr. Benjamin
Spaulding returned H., on a fall hunting trip. They will be
Wednesday from a visit with his brother, gone a month or so.
W. C. Spaulding, of Caribou.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bowker are havI. M. Irish, of Whitman, Mass., is ing a two weeks hunting trip in the lake
visiting friends in town.
region. Newie Rowe is clerking for G.
Dr. and Mrs. H. G. Ulrich left Wed- À. Smith dnring Mr. Bowker's absence.
in
Baltifor
their
home
Unclaimed letters in West Paris post
nesday morning
more, Md.
office Oct. 11:
Mr. A. A. Towne, principal of the
Mr. Tom Noble.
Mies Alntlda Matt.
high school, has moved his family from
Mr. A. D. Hale.
Norway and occupies the house owned
Mr. J. Arthur Mascotte.
by Mrs. Abel Irish.
POST CARDS :
Mr. J. H. Carey has a stalk of corn on
Mr. J. Arthur Maecottc.
exhibition which measures ten feet tall,
Mr. G. B.Tyler,2.
raised by Mr. Pearl of Morrill Street.
Mr. C. L. Huston.
Mrs. Helen Moore.
Miss Laura Dean has returned from
Miss Ethel Goes of Berlin, Ν. II., was
her summer home at Old Orchard.
Mrs. Bessie Caldwell Buck of Traverse the guest of Rev. I. S. Macduff a few
City, Michigan, and her two children, days last week.
The new addition is being built on the
are visiting Mrs. Buck's father, Dr. J. C.
side of Masonic Hall.
Caldwell.
Levi Turner caught a fine specimen of
North Stoneham.
set for mink a few
fisher in a

nights

trap

Beryl McKeen

ago.
After Saturday, Oct. 12, the stage line
between Buckfield and Turner is to be
discontinued.
The local lodge of Masons conducted
the burial service at the cemetery Saturday, Oct. 12, over the remains of J. F.
Bicknell of North Buckfield.

way

day.

High

H. B.

juryman.

was at

School over

Opening Grange
Boutlne work.

as

badly, and

one

man

good

many apples.
Our young craft attended the fair at
Waterford, Saturday, and remained in

town over night.
They reported a large
number of people on tbe ground and
some very flne stock, among tbe rest a
yoke of oxen owned here two years ago.
The folks put up with tbe widow Kimball, a prospective family relative.
Tbe death of Benjamin Bacon caused
little surprise since he was very poorly

McKeen is at South

Monday.

day meeting
Grange Saturday, the 5th.
An

North Waterford.

George
ing slowly.

Hobson seems

Buckfield

Dlckvale.
We are

say that we have one of the best assortments of
by
supplied.
speaker
Fall Display that can be found anywhere. We will speak of a few at
Orange
Song by
Beading by Norway Orange.
by Choir.
random to give you an idea. And while style and quality are the key«range.
Beading by West
by
purposes
Question:
Institutes and Is their value appreciated?" | note of these
gatherings, ECONOMY IS THE BASIS.

having a powerful

storm this

for 92 50 per barrel.
I have had my vacation and attended
county fair, also Canton fair, and had a
good time as I had previously planned.
1 tbink if one plans to have a good time
be will have it. Now I work for a living.

Charles Martel, a Lewiston druggist,
proposes to test the constitutionality of
s recent law which provides that in oaae
of an appeal, sentence shall be imposed
to be fail- before the case goes to the law court, by
the justice before whom the case is
heard. Martel was
sentenced under
this law to a fine and imprisonment in a
liquor case, and the sentence was afflrmad by the law court on the appeal. He
will now contest tbe sentence on the
ground of unconstitutionality of the

Locke's Mills.
The V. I. S. sewing circle met with

Mrs. Dana Grant Wednesday afternoon.
There was a good attendance and it waa
decided to have the sale for whioh they
are working in November.
Mr. Fred Whitman and Miss Eeene of
Mechanic Falls are visiting at C. E.
Stowell's and Geo. Woodaum'a.
Mrs. Abbie Trask and Lola Foster
spent Sunday, Oct. 6, at Gorham, Ν. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones are the
guests of Willard Cobb and wife at
West Paris.
Mrs. Ida Crooker is confined to the
bouse with a severe cold.
Mrs. F. E. Pnrington la visiting rela·
:1vm at Yarmouth.

Becess.

aftirnoon.

truthfully

can

Choir.
to be
Paris

Music
▲

Music

Paris
choir.
"What are the

Music

err

of Farm-

Opened by W. W. Andrews.
One-half hour In charge of Lecturer of Oxford
Orange.
Secretary.

CHILDREN'S COATS Ια dark mixtures,
Dress Skirts
collar and cuffs trimmed with velvet, in all the latest
style», we have them
that we are showing this fall are not
braid and fancy buttons,
82.98,13.98 sizes, large and small. Theae xkirts all
are
only smart and beautifully made, but CHILDREN'S COATS in blue kereey, made of Chiffon Panama,
Broadcloth,
they are very moderately priced.
and
Silk,
in
95.98 Armure,
with a broad fur collar,
Panama,
black
and brown with bo* plaits'
SUITS, invisible stripes in blue and CHILDREN'S COATS, kersey, castor, blue, grey
and
side
Inverted
with
plaits,
plain,
with
brown, 34 inch coat trimmed
blue and red, wide stitched fold en- tuck* and folds around the
nkirr.
buttons and silk braid, grey Skinner
tire length of back, trimmed with but- $4 OS,
$5.98,
$7.75,
*«.00,
with
510
skirt
ϊ'.'.ου,
fold,
00*
full
lined,
satin
plaited
tons and braid, faucy collar and cuff*, 112.50.
«20.00
*7.">0
gilt ornaments,

Suits and Coats

Id the Aroostook County court at
Houlton Saturday, John Roberts, as he
is commonly known, or Juan Robens, as
he gives bis name—be was born In New
Mexico—was convicted of the murder of
Edgar Dickinson at Smyrna Mills on
Oct. 18, 1906. The jury was out ten
hours. At a previous trial the jury dis-

agreed.

SUITS in grey serge, 32 inch semi-fitted CHILDREN'S BEAR SKIN COATS,
coat with pocket, notched collar, velred, gray and white,
vet trimmed, turned back cuff; 13
"Out of sight, out of mind," is an old
12.98, $3.98, «4.98
wide
with
fold,
ekirt
side
force
plaited
gored
saying which applies with special
to match,
Bonnet
$18.00
50c., 98c., 11.25
been
that's
wound
to a sore, burn or
treated with Bucklen's Arnica Salve. SUITS in blue and garnet Venetian, 27
Waists.
Shirt
It's out of sight, out of mind and out of
inch coat, satin lined, fly front, plaited
The new ones are here in bewitching
existence. Piles too and chilblains die115.00
skirt with fold,
influence.
its
under
styles and fabric, waists for home wear,
healing
appear
Guaranteed by P. A. Shurtleff it Co., BROADCLOTH SUITS in blue, garnet waists for street wear, waists for evening
OUT OF SIGHT.

Druggists.

and black, semi-fitted coat with welted
seams, trimmed with buttons and silk
cord, double breasted, satin lined,

25c.

Eviry Woman In Paris
912.50
will be glad to know that local grocers now have j
plaited skirt,
In stock "OUB-PIE" a preparation In three
varieties for making f.emon, Chncofcte and Cus- SUITS in black mixtnres, 27 inch semitard pies. Each 10-ccnt package makes two pies.
I
fitted, double breasted coat, grey satin
Be sure and order to-day.
$10.00
lined, plaited skirt with fold,

CRUSHED PLUSH COATS,
handsomely trimmed with wide silk

Discharge.

Petition for

Bankrupt's

In the matter of
f,
Charles A. Darrinoton,

BLACK

J

J In Bankruptcy. I pull braid, fancy buttons, lined
Bankrupt.
ipt.)
throughout with grey Skinner satin,
$20.00
To the Ho*. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Disj
trict Court of the United States for the District
LADIES' FUR COATS AND CAPS in
of Maine :
several styles.
A. Darrington of Canton, in the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, in
and cassaid District, respectfully represents that on BROADCLOTH COATS, black
the 22nd day of Dec., last past, he was duly
tor, stitched strap down back, trimreadjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
med with silk pull braid and velvet,
lating to Bankruptcy ; that be has duly surrencollar aod cuffs trimmed with velvet,
dereu all his property ard rights of property,
and has fully compile,! with all the requirements
braid and buttons, lined throughout,
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
$16.50
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
brown and navy
in
COATS
garnet,
all
I
from
by the Court to have a full discharge
1
broadcloth, handsomely trimmed with
debts provable against his estate under said
Acts, except such debts as are exbankruptcy
pull braid, collar and patch pockets
cepted by law from sucn discharge.
trimmed with velvet and braid, $12.50
Dated this >«th day of Sept.. Α. Π. 1907.
CHABLES A. DARRINGTON, Bankrupt.
COATS in brown and green mixtures,
ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΚΚΟΙ*.
fancy straps over shoulders piped with
District of Maine, ss.
velvet, collar and cuffs trimmed,
On this 12th day of Oct., A. D. 1907, on read-1
«10.00
Ing the foregoing petition, it Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing l>e had
trimmed with
mixtures,
!
COATS,
fancy
D.
A.
of
Nov.,
upon the same on the let day
straps of owd material and velvet,
1907, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that nolarge armscye effect, fancy fiat collar
tice thereof be published In the Oxford Demo$8.00
of velvet and braid,
and
In
said
District,
a
crat, newspaper printed
that all known creditors, and other persons In
$8
for
50,
COATS
«0.50,
OTHER
$7.50,
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
$9.00, m00, $12.50, $15.00, $18.00,
and show cause, if any they have, why the
granted.
prayer of said petitioner should not
#20.00.
And it is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as

Charles

stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, ]
In said District, on the 12th day of Oct., A. D. 1
1907.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. s.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HBWEY. Clerk.

Two New Gloucester young ladies refor Wm. H. H. Goding In
! ilx hours 72 bushels of apples and they
iad to climb the trees at that This is
laid to be tbe greatest reoord in New
}louc ester.
There are eleven "express" companies
lolng business in Portland, and tbe
< iffioert say that to their knowledge six
< if them otrry nothing but liquor.

Dress Goods.

In this

department we have not allow,
ed anything to stand in tbe way of 4
complete showing of plain and fancy
weaves.

FANCY WORSTED PLAIDS and mixtures with stripes,
50c., 70c., fl.W
PLAIN GOODS from
25c. to tl.6'..

Flannelette

wear, waists for cold weather.

Wrappers.

The cool weather calls for a warmer
than the print or percale. The
FANCY PLAIDS and WHITE MADRAS wrapper
colore are good. Don't forget the make
1st has two side plaits in front, one
running over shoulders giving broad DOMESTIC for
«1.25, *1 *<>, «1.7;
effect, long sleeves, button front; 2nd
Flannel
front with clusters of pin tucks and
Robes
large tucks, clusters of tucks in back,
and Skirts.
98c.
Warmth and durability are what we
NUN'S VEILING, several colors, front thought of in mentioning thene n Ms.
has wide tucks with clusters of baby
ROBES in plain and fancy htnpe* with
tucks between, tucked collar and cuffs,
yoke trimmed with embroidery, tueki,
«1.98
buttons either front or back,
featberslitched braid and medallion»
for
50c., 02<·., 8"ι·. OSc.
BATISTE, deep yoke of Val or Venise
lace insertion, trimmed with tucks CHILDREN'S ROBES,
and lace, lace panel down front, lac·,
SKIRTS in plain and fancy strips with
insertion below yoke, lace collar and
tucked, embroidered and lace trimmed
$1 98
cuffs,
2'.k. to 11.00
flounces,
blue
and
in
WOOL BATISTE
white,
Furs
narinsertion
wide
down'front,
pink,
cold days, in all the new.·*'. and
row insertion on each side with clus- for
fashionable kinds, only the eh··
it fur
ters of ft pin tucks between, clusters of
used
with the best workmanship
«2.98
They
pin tucks in back,
include the Isabella and SaV.e Fox,
SILK CHIFFON TAFFETA in white, Opossum, Blended Muskrat. <>· ν
s.|uir·
black, navy and garnet, 3 small box rel, Blue Wolf and Cony.
plaits with clusters of pin tucks beSweaters and Golf Coats.
tween, entire length of front, trimmed
with French kuots, back tucked to
Take comfort by havinc odc t these
«3.98
match front,
cold weather garments, very η .at and
WHITE LACE NET over silk, trimmed stylish.
with Val lace, tucks, insertion and
GOLF COATS in white, gariu··. πχί .r.i.
medallions, «2.98, «3 98, «4.50, «4.98
some with pockets,
»
ECRU NET LACE, pointed yoke front
and back of Val and Venise lace in- SWEATERS in several colors,

Outing

Night

·»

sertion, finished with lace, tucks across
front and sleeves, lace collar and cuffs, MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S Ν rfolk
9*c.
$4.50
sweaters,
very stylish, ^
....

SMILEY,

THOMAS

Norway, Maine.

Main Street.

Morse blankets!
You will

soon

bargain.
stock is

I
so

you

Let

We've
that

a

m.'n

lot of other

having,
probably know
is

quality.

Call at

things
are

this

that

our

store and

the

see

new

fall

xoods.

Fur Driving Coats $25 to $50.

for

headquarters

1STorway, Malno.

Coats from $6 to $35.

You

too.

at a

and

An Invitation

you

that

wear,

worth
store

show

us

styles.

factory

my
you can surely find the right size
Call in and get my prices before

large

OX Main St.,

will fît as a suit should and
We've all
continue to fit.
fill your
can
and
grades
the Fall

sell

to

some

direct from the

JAMES N. FAVOR, harness" store,'JCKEft

new styles and fabClothes that are right
in every detail. Clothes that

Nobby

rics.

needs.

need and I have

buy

grade.
buy.

in any

Dress Goods from 25c. up.

A

H. B. Foster,
Norway, Maine.

large line of Flannelettes, Ging-

hams, Outings, etc.
New Wrappers $1, $1.25, $1.37.

One Price Clothier,

Copyright 1907 by
Hart Schaffner & Marx

THE FAMOUS ELITE PETTICOATS, they fit even!
over them, and they are One of The lio'

the
not

dressmakers like to fit

"AS GOOD AS GOLD I
That is what

our

customers say who have used

"

ABBOTT

A

THE

small

profit

THE

OF

GOODS.

By

For Sale

11 non·

them.

truly,

Full Line of

a

The Celebrated
Brand Yarn in

FROM

PROFIT

SUPERIORITY

e

BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE

Have Received

from the sale of the article, and you get

BIG

see

we

Ν. Dayton Bolster & Co.

Per olin
a

They

S. B. & Z, S. Prince,

PEROLIN.

Perolin

I get

The Best Petticoat for the multitude in the country.
st rated in our booth at the Fair.
He sure to call and

Yoyrs

Perolin

Talmar

Scotch,

J. P. Richardson, Spanish, Saxony and Floss
South. Paris.
lyjoin

office
more

the Ranks and

use

PEROLIN in

factory—it prevents dust from flv ing.
of you for using it, especially those who
or

F.

A.

sntRTLEFF

*

CO.

F.

sweeping

your house,

Your neighbors will think
are already in the Ranks.

A.

8IUTBTL.KFF * CO.

l(d

Keep Your Face and Hands Free of Blemishes with

Rose Almond Cream.

CREAM.

Try

it for

A

F.

A.

8HTJBTLKFF

CASTOR IA

*

CO.

Fir Infants and ChSdrto.

Til UH Tu Hill Atari l«|M

F.

A.

SHCBTLEFF

*

:

CO.

—

favorable to the

are

knitting

habit

SQUARE,

MAILS'

PARIS,

the Postmaster-General

"

ARE THE

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO. !

j SSfK' iMain0·

lengthing evenings

"Approved by

Bottle.

SUMMER STORE—PARIS HILL.

ALSO

"Phillip" and "Aroostook" brands
of Country Yarn.
SOUTH

AT THE PHARMACIES Ο7

3 Stores,

—

80 MARKBT

It will keep the skin smooth and quiokly stop all smarting.
chapping of the skin after a day out in the cold and wet.

25o.

Grades.
The

This is ao excellent toilet preparation. It keeps your face and hands
in the uioat delicate and faultless condition and free of all blemishes,
roughness and redness.
We advise all our women customers to give it a trial as we know it
will prove entirely satisfactory and they will ever after keep it on hand.
For after ahavlng we Invite our men customers to try ROSE ALMOND

sently pioked

<

We

Music bj Choir.

Tuesday.
Fred Lovejoy has sold his apples to
Farmington parties for a good price.
R. S. Tracy has sold his Snow apples

Mr. and Mrs. -Wallace Jones intend
taking their baby to Portland hospital
for an operation.
H. M. Elliott visited at Stoneham a
few days last week.
Tbe fair is over and every one is glad,
I guess.
Mrs. Leslie Hobson's sister and baaband and baby, also her brother and
niece visited ber and went to the fair
Mr.

of

and digging potatoes.

scare.

here.

all

Styles

New

New Goods

Paris as

Mrs. James Usher of Norway and
Misses Jennie and Jessie Bonney of
Dizfield spent part of last week with
their mother, Mrs. Emma Bonney.
The farmers are basy picking apples

Walter Douglas is here buying apples.
The school here Is closed for a week or
more on account of t^e case of diphtheria.
Lizzie Dresser died Sunday, the 6th,
after a short illness of a little over a
week. They had called it tonsilitis, but
now say it was black diphtheria, which
is giving quite a scare around, as she
lived right where tbe fair was and very
near the crowd.
Hope it will only be a

5th degree.

home from Norand Sun-

when we visited him one year ago. He
Harrison Littlehale, while picking ajpwas a first cousin to Mrs. L. Dunham,
ples at South Paris, stuck a limb in his
their mothers being twin sisters, and eye. Fie went to Auburn to consult Dr.
daughters of the late Samuel Bryant. Pennell.
Mr. Bacon was a shoemaker by trade,
H. W. Dunham has sold his stock of
and it seems but a few years ago tbat be goods to Howard McAlister.
lived at West Paris, and then the sign
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Bessey and Mrs.
over his shop door read, B. Bacon 3d. Robbins of West Paris and Mr. and Mrs.
Now tbe name, so far as known, has be- Westcott of Portland visited at Β. K.
come extinct.
Dow's Oct. Oth.
F. E. Oowell has gone to South Paris
to pick apples for bis brother.
Oxford.
Rov. Seth Benson lias bought the
Miss Corning and her uncle, Mr.
Newell Young place at West Paris.
Spring, and Nellie Hayes bave gone to
Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson of West Sumner,
Hartford, Ct., for tbe winter.
Mrs. Janette Pinkham of Lincoln, and
T. A. Roberts Post and Corps held a
visited
Mrs. Hanson of
campflre Saturday Tbe Poets and Corps at A. T. Hollis' Haverhill, Mass.,
recently.
from Norway, Paris, Mechanic Falls,
Charlie Ryeraon of West Sumner is
Hebron and Casco were invited and a
for Mr. Hollis.
good number were present. Dinner was picking apples
served to about two hundred vieitore
West Buckfield.
and residents. An entertainment folHeavy wind blow and rainfall Oct. 8.
lowed. Music, A Maid's Modes and
Ground frozen bard the morning of the
Manners, flag drill, selections by Mr. Oth.
Morse, the hnmorist, and brief remarks.
Mrs. Emma Bonney was the guest of
It was a very pleasant occasion.
and
Miss Christiania Cook is visiting ber S. E. Briggs' family Tuesday night
Wednesday.
sister, Mrs. Hazen.
Miss Ladd went to Byron Saturday
Tbe Congregationalist Ladies1 Circle
and returned Monday night. No school
met with Mrs. E. W. Edwards Wednes-

day.

In

Saturday

Packard of Bethel
Mrs. Louisa B.
passed away last week and the remain»
to
North
Paris for burial
were brought
in the family lot. She was the widow oi
the late Stephen Packard and died of
old age.
Mrs. Alfred Parker was called to her
daughter's by the sickness of her little
boy, who is now much better.
Mrs. Leroy Abbott visited her parente
in Sanford over Sunday, Oct. 0th. lier
mother, Mre. Spinney, returned home
with her.
0. D. Elllngwood has moved to North
Paris for the winter.
Frank Webb is packing apples for ΡΑ. Dunham.

who planted an acre with his corn lost
his whole crop in that way.
Another "wet rain" Tuesday forenoon,
followed by a high wind, which broke
telephone wires by blowing down trees
on to them.
No other damage reported
up to date, other than blowing off a

VOUHOOH.

Conferring 5th degreeWoman's naif hour. Question: "Whichdoe·
the moat for prosperity, a man or his wife, on
the farm?" Opened by Sister Hunting.

Lizzie Dill from Portland visited her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Adams,
last week.
Solon McAllister has finished work for
Greenwood.
I. A. Andrews and gone to his home at
"These arc the days of purple, mlety hills,
East Stoneham.
Of meadows sleeeplng to the charm of rills;
Mr. and Mrs. Lorin McKeen of East
< >f stubble brown ana tottering cornstalks sere,
Stoneham visited at their son's, H. B.
Of withered grasses decking nature's bier."
last week.
Monday evening Frank Brooke made McKeen's,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lawrence visited
us a friendly visit and gave an account of
L. J. Gammon, Sunbow his watermelons came back on blm her mother, Mrs.
tbis year. A year ago be planted quite day.
Lon Brown of East Stoneham is maka quantity and raised so fine a crop that
in the cider mill here.
be carried a load of tliem to market and ing cider
had good euccesa. Tbat induced bim to
Eaat Bethel.
try the same again this year, and the
of the farmers have their potaMost
of
few
failure.
A
was
a
total
result
toes in the cellars. Nearly half of the
tliem attained a fair size, and tbe other
crops were left in the fields rotted.
of
bave
a
feast
he
would
day thinking
Mrs. H. E. Bartlett will visit relatives
melon once more, be cut open one of the
in Massachusetts excursion week.
instead
and
best
looking, when,
largest
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Kimball returned
of a juicy and red interior with black
homo to Boston Saturday, the 12th.
seeds it was all solid; not a shade of
Miss Rose Greenwood, who has been
red, nor had tbe seeds begun to change
friends here, is working for Mrs.
their color. Of course the cold and visiting
O. Straw at the village.
backward season is
responsible, and W.Mr.
and Mrs. George Uastings and
whether be will try the same crop again
two sons visited Portland Saturday and
next year remains to be seen.
with relatives in South
List week mention was mado of pota- passed Sunday
Α. ·& IB.
toes rotting badly in some places, and
now the report comes that beans are
North Paris.

rusting equally

FALL SEASOINT

Oxford Pomona Orange.
Time, first Tuesday in November;
place, Oxford Orange, Oxford.

j

R. F. D. BOXES
WE

'HENRY" $1.00.

(Delivered

at

SELL.

"SIGNAL" $2.75

South Paris.)

If you received notice to replace your old box, send us y0lir
order NOW so as to meet requirement* before the 60 days
have expired.
Samples of the boxes may be seen at the
Democrat office.

King & Dexter Co., Portland, Me.

lice Axford

Scmacrat

SOUTHPARIS.

TRAINS I.RAV* SOOT· PARU
*5 A. R., daUv; MO Α.
uolntc town
ltllv except Sundav;4 ;B P. R., dally.
.«any ; 3"» r.
up 'wwtl-e *> A.
-'ally.
««PC sunday; β 47 p.

uSng

A. Wlleon was at home fron

over

Miss Lillian Waldron is visiting I»
Buckfield for a few days.

Alpheus Puller of Pomeroy, Iowa,

rived

M

•

R

CHURCHKS.

the

ar

home of Chae. Edwardf
He is now visiting
his sister, Mrs. Ameiica Andrews, ol
North Paris, and will remain In the East
several weeks, visiting relatives, friends,
and old comrades of the war of '«1- Ου.
at

Wednesday evening.

first Contre «rational Church, Rev. A. K. BaW
win Pastor.
Prea>*hlRg service, 10 *S A.R. ;
Charles H. Sessions died
morn-School 12 R.; Vesper· 4 30 P. *· ; Y ?
s <·
Κ. 6 λ*) Ρ- R·; Church prayer meeting Wed
ing at his home on Hillside Avenue,
:t0
not
othej
at
7
All.
evening
aired 74 years, β
7
The
*1*»; i-onnected. are cordlallv Invited.
Methodist Church. Rev T. V Kewley. Paetoi funeral service of Mr. Sessions will
10-00
A.
M.
>.i Sunday, morale* prayer meeting
; be at the house at 8:30 A. m., TuesSchoc 1
10:45 A. R.;
dav, and the burial will be at Bryant s
^ m blngserviceLeague Meetln* β 00 P. R
Kpworth
; Pond. The service is appointed at tnis
prayer meeting Wed oesdav evening .A); claa
to take
nice tin* Friday venlnn 7 30.
early hour to enable the
itai>tl»t Church, Rev. J. Wallace Cheebro
the 9:00 A. m. train to
Pond.
service 10:« a
Pa-tor. <>n .«unday,
The cause of Mr. Sessions' death was
vi
>al.>b*ih S«-hool 12 R.; > P. S. C. Β·.β:Ι5 ν
even
heart disease, from which he had been
m
prayer ineeUn* 7 :<*> P. *·;
All art > a
Sents free.
t prayer service 7 30.
a
treat sufferer. He is survived

io'lay

Sunday

■

ni-miay

o'cjoc*.

months,

days.

Sabbath

nr.'

family
Bryant's

preaching:
Wednesday

by

"iXUlleCChurch, Rev. J. H.

I.ftcte. Pastor widow and five son», Charles L, of
Pr» aching service every Sunday at W:45 A. r
Providence, R. I., Samuel D., of Provisuti.Irv School at 12 R. .Innlor I nlon at 3 » 1 dence, Randall H., of Rumford, Asa H.,
Y. P.C. U at 7 P R.
r. r.
of Milton Plantation, and Walter S., of
•TATKD RKKTINOS.
Mr. Sessions
Providence.
formerly
a machinist for a while, but
Re<ml* worked
F Α Α. M .—Pari» Lodge. No 94.
roll
moon
m-e'ln* Tuesday evening on or before
for most of hie life was a farmer, startÎ. (>. O. F.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet ing in the wilderness in Woodstock and
Thursday evenlnir of each week.—Auron
KnfàmpeeaC, flret and third Monday evening* carviug out a home. About ten years
aco the family moved to Milton PlantaR-Mount Pleasaa' Rcbekah Lod*e.No
tion. and in March, 1905, to South Pans,
'U meet» second and fourth Fridays of eatl
which has since been their home.
,,,'mth In «MU Fellows' Hall.
\i \. R.-W. K. Kimball Poet. No. 14s. meeu
of
eaci
tir t and third Satur-Uy evening»
Recent Deaths in Bnckfield.
month. In (i. A. R- Hall. ....
In the death of Charles B. Atwood,
A.
Wm. K. Kimball Circle. Ladles of the
Κ meets tlret md-hlrd Saturday evenings o* Sundav, Oct. 0th, and James F. Bicknell,
ea-'rh month. In Grand Arm! Hall.
Oct. 10th. Buckfield loses two
ί·. ot H.—Paris orange, trom May 1 to Oct. I, Thursday,
of its most aged and respected citizens.
Saturday; ''"J*®*
•n.^ts tir-t and third
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a!.f P.^Hamlln Lodge. No.
ay

evening

at

», meet· every

Pythian Hall.

Mrs.

Cyrene
Waltham. Mass

Bean

is

visiting

in

Mrs. Angie W. Bolster is visiting
friends in Auburn for a few days.
Don't fail to hear Mrs. Ida Jenness
M ·niton at the Baptist church Tuesday

evening.

Mrs. E. R. Merry has broken up housekeeping and gone to live with her sister

at

ATWOOD.

Charles Barrell Atwood, aged 82 years,
died at his home in Buckfield Sunday
morning, Oct. 0, after an illness of a few
weeks. His death removes a well-known
factor in the business interests of the
town, in which for more than two generations he has been a prominent figure.
He was a son of Nathan Atwood, who
moved to Buckfield from -Llvermore in
the ear I ν part of the last century and became prominently identified with trade
interests of the village. His son Charles
was born there April 8, 1826.
In his
vouth he made a whaling voyage with
Seth
B.
Horton
of
C'apt.
Buckheld, visiting many foreign ports and participating
in the ad ventures of sailor life. On his return he became a clerk in a country

P.—Stony Brook Lodge. No. 181,
second and fourth Wednesday evenings

Brunswick.

Mrs. A. B. Wilson returned Friday store and soon developed an aptitude
frt'm Brookton. where she had spent a for trade, which soon made him a leader
number of weeks.
in the business interests of the town.
Vfter many years in trade here he opeuMiss Ruth Tucker of West Paris is
ed a grocery store in Chicago, but on actending telephone at the court house as
Πβ
couut of illness he soon returned.
usual during this term.
was for several years a member of the
Tuesday, Oct. 22, the Ladies Aid tirm of Atwood A Co., wholesale dealers
society of the Baptist church will give in Portland, and for several years was in
their annual harvest supper.
the drv goods business in Auburn.
Returning to Buckfield he again openMrs. Peter Kano returned Friday from
ed a country store and after several
the hospital at Lewiston, where she has
years, his sons with whom he was assobeen for a number of weeks.
ciated. forming other engagements, he
Mrs. J. P. Richardson. Mrs. Mary retired from business. But he was soon
Haugh and Miss Georgia Sheldon attend- ill at ease away from trade, and noted the fair at Topsham last Friday.
withstanding his advancing years, he
once more
a shop on a limited
By vote of the school board the scale in hie opened
native
where he conlength of term for the common schools tinued to serve his town,
old customers until
of the town this fall will be but ten
within a tew weeks of hie death.
weeks.
Mr Atwood had strong convictions of
Mrs Haskell, who has been visiting right and wrong, but never indulged in
her sou. George W. Haskell, for several controversies. He was always strictly
weeks, returns Tuesday to her home in devoted to business, and during the
Maiden, Mass.
years of his activity was a liberal patron
of all local charities and improvements
Judge Strout, who is presiding at
Mr Atwood was married Aug. 22,
this term of court, is accompanied by
15^7, to Emily C. Irish of this town,
Mrs. Strout.
They are stopping at with
whom he had pleasantly Journeyed
Hotel Andrews.
just past thoir sixtieth wedding anThe Epworth League of the South uiversarv. which was this year happily
Paris Methodist church will visit the observed bv a gathering of the descendLeague at Norway by invitation Thurs- ants at their quiet hillside home, hi*
day evening of this week.
children came to this union, only two> of
whom now survive, namely. Fred Η
Gilbert Swett, who has been with his
with
postmaster at Rumford Falls,
gram! parent». Mr. and Mrs.
whom the aged mother now resides,
Nichols, for some months, returns lues
and Edwin F., with the Carleton turniday to his home in Dorchester, Mass.
ture Co., Portland.
Funeral services
Mrs. Cora S. Briggs and Mrs. George Tuesday at the Methodist church Rev.
I. Burnham were in attendance on the Ur Webber of Rumford tails, and Rev.
·υ
music ieeuvai at χ uruauu iasi
A. W. Pottle of Buckfield officiating.
^
addition to those previously mentioned
Mrs. Clara
delegate from
Lodge to the
which meets
this week.

Howard has been chosen Star Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons,
of which the deceased
honorary member.

Mount Pleasant Rebekah
State Rebekah Assembly,
in Portland Tuesday of

"JAMES

At its regular meeting on the 25th of
this month, Mount Pleasant Rebekah
Lodge will entertain Onward Lodge of
West Paris and Good Faith Lodge of
Buckfield.
Miss C. A. Ellis, who has been visiting
John Bennett, started on her journey
home to Warsaw, Χ. V., last week, stopping at Hyde Park, her old home, to
visit friends.
The Congregational parish, at a meeting last week, concurred with the church
in extending a call to Kev. Andrew T.
McWhorter of Standish, ami the call liai,
been formally exteuded.

Kituball and Ε. H. Dorr
represent Mt. Mica Lodge at the Grand
Lodge of Odd Fellows in Portland this
week, and Carl Mason and Sanford M.
I»rown represent Aurora Encampment.
Frank

E.

The Universalist Sunday School will
have a sociable in Good Cheer Hall,
Thursday evening, this week. Everybody invited to come and enjoy the
Sociable from 7:4"> to 9:45
evening.
I'. M.

There will be a rehearsal of Mount
Pleasant Rebekah degree team Friday
evening of this week, and it is asked that
all members of the team be present, as
the team is to do the work before visitors the Friday following.

Advertised letters in South Paris post

office Oct. 14:

Mr*. J. H. Hoke I.
Mrs. Amy Chlffonl.
Mr. lUscnle Κ Splller.
Mr. J. Κ Wlleoo.
Hertba Plckel.
Mr. Roy Hitchcock.
I.ak·· Λ Saaer.

On account of the wild, rough weather
of the evening, the temperance meeting
announced for Tuesday evening at the
court house was canceled, and the room
The meeting will
was not lighted up.
be held on Tuesday evening of this week,
at

half-past

seven.

1

FRANCIS

was

a

charter and

BICKNELI.

Was a uative of Bucktield and the second in a family of nine children, sous
and daughters of James Bicknell, a
prosperous farmer in the western part of
the town. He was horn May 7, 1828, and
at the time of his death he was nearing
the last m ilestone of 80 years. His youth
was passed on his father's farm, where
he learned the lessons of toil, and lie
availed himself of the best educational
advantages the community then afforded.
About 1850 he went to Minnesota, remaining a resident of that state about
four years, engaged iu carpentering and
other employments. Returning to Bucktield he made a home and other provisions for his family and in the early
sixties he went to California and cast his
lot iu its adventurous gold tields. Ile
engaged in iniuiug and lumbering about
twelve years before returning home. He
remained Kast about two years, then the
call of the far West won him back to the
lumber camps and mountains of California. This time he was absent about
thirteen years, when he returned for a
final residence at North Bucktield in his
native town. He passed the remainder
of his life iu farming and mechauical
work.
Mr. Bicknell was a man of positive
nature and strong personality, and he
was resolute iu all his undertakings. He
was socially inclined, and greatly enjoyed the amenities of life. He was well
informe»! ou the affairs of the world,
was a reader of many books and a constant patron of the public library.
Mr. Bicknell was twice married, first
to Rebecca Fletcher of this town, who
died in 1904, and second to Mrs. Emily
C. Turner, widow of the late Luther
Turner, whom he married in 1900, and
who survives him. By his first wife he
had two children, a daughter, born in
Minnesota, who died young, and Everett
F now a merchant at Norway. Funeral
services were held at the home Saturday,
Rev. S. G. Davie of Norway officiating,
and Masonic burial services were conducted at the grave by Evening Star
Lodge, of which Mr. Bicknell was a devoted and honored member.

"Penley A Plummer" is the name on a
new sign at the grocery store near the
depot purchased some weeks since by A.
Resolutions
J. I'euley.
Frank H. Plummer is the
No. 438.
other member of the firm, who has been of Bucktield Grange,
Whereas, In view of the loss this
with Mr. Penley since he went in there.
Grange has sustained in the passing
They are doing a good business.
away of one of its best loved members,
An exchange in central Maine learns Sister Helen Childs Withington, and the
that "Most of the apples iu the Maine heavier loss suffered by those that are
orchards were blown off in the big storm
of Monday night." The statement may
be true as a whole, but the orchardists
in this vicinity, wha are straining every
under cover,
nerve to get their apples
art· satisfied that there are still a few
left on the trees.

Pulsifer returned home last
Monday night, after some seven weeks
spent in visiting hie sons in Massachusetts. Though lacking only a little
of ^2 years of age, Mr. Pulsifer has done
quite "a lot of traveling about Massachusetts during these weeks, and is in
good condition and feeling well.
Hiram

dearer;

therefore be it
Resolved, That it is but a jusi tribute
to the memory of the departed to say
that in regretting her removal from our
midst, we grieve for one who was in
every way worthy of our love and reuaarer

and

Supreme Judicial Court.

Sunday.

day.

RAII.WAT.

Commencing Sfpt. 29, 1U«7,

5i>

Brookton

Less than the usual number weni
from South Paris to Boston on th<
Grand Trunk's annual excursion Mou

SOCTH PARIS POST OFVTCR.
»<tcc Hour· : 7 :» A. *. to 7 *0 P. M.
ORAND TROW*

George

*
=

spect.
Resolved, That in

our sorrow for the
loss of ά faithful and beloved sister, we
find consolation in the belief it is well
with her for whom we mourn.
Resolved, That the heartfelt sympathy
of this Grange be extended to her family
in their affliction.
Resolved, That these resolutions be
spread on our records, a copy be sent to
the family, and that they be published
in the Oxford Democrat.
Esther J. Waits, ) Committee
on
Harriet Hayes,
Cynthia Lihuy, ) Resolutions.

I

Katherine R. Carrer
Habita of Intoxication.
Walker ft Pike.

τ·.

OCTOBER TERM, 1907.
Sarah Β.Stone va. Austin Stone. Habita el
U
Intoxication. Same of libelant change·!
Hon. S. C. 8front,
Justice Presiding <· Sarah B. Dlnnraore, her maiden
name.
Charles P. Whitman,
Cleri
Walker ft Pike.

A.H.Whitman,
P. Barnes,

I Charles

Hiram R. Hubbard,
H. E. Hammond,
W. A. Barrows,
Walter L. .Gray,

Stenographei
County Attorney
Sherif)
Criei

Meesengei

Zella Heali ▼». Carl
abusive treatment.

M.

HeaUl.

Cruel «ni!

Dyer.

THE EVERETT CASE.

Fall Footwear

John's Letter.

Well, young Sir! I wonder If it be ι
Many attorney» receive excellent at fact, as reported, that yon are acquiring
com modat lone at the Beal'· Hotel durlni f the habit of taking a little something
court t ime. Those who, for a long time now and then, braiding the tiny atrandi
have stopped at the Elm House miss thi ) into fetters too strong to break by-and'
first-class entertainment.
by. Have you been, and are you now,
The road commissioner has filled tn< > an inspector of open-topped glass-ware,
space opposite the Crooker place 01 ι holding it up meditatively to yonr eye at
Bridge street, and at last there is so m » an angle of about forty-flve degrees? AI
that angle and with the rim of the ware
prospect of ft sidewalk construction.
The Everett brothers are at work 01 ι pressing the lower lip there is danger ol
the Smith Bartlett property, oorne r the contenta slipping down your throat
Main and Bridge Streets, doing carefu I and all along your alimentary canal. II

^FOR

MEN

^

AND

BOYS.

MEN'S PATENT COLT BALS AND BLUCHERS,
Undoubtedly the most Interest of the
term will center in the trial of Wallace
$4.50, $4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $3.50.
In the olden days it was traditions 1 Q. Everett of Parle, indicted for the
that court week always brought a bi| ζ murder of Edgar L. Ratcliff of the same
MEN'S GUM METAL
$3 50.
storm. The tradition, like other thing » town. Thie trial will open on Tuesday
in tho realm of fable, has somewha t of thie week, and will probably occupy
it be water you are all right, but if H
MEN'S BOX CALF BALS AND BLUCHERS,
faded, but we occasionally get a re several days. For the state, County
winter arrangements of malls fo
happen to be pig-wash take an emetic.
minder of it, as we did in the fierc< > Attorney Barnes will be assisted by Hon. Norway do not bring the Boston morn There is death in it—and the devil. 'Til
00,
southwest storm which accompanied th< > W. C. Philbrook of Waterville, assistant ing
papers in the forenoon as for som. ) a bell brewed mixture.
of
the
who
October
of
t
BOYS'
term
cour
of
Maine,
SHOES,
$3 00,
It may be that you take pride in being
opening
months has been the order. In this re
attorney general
$1.50.
$3.00,
here in the Chick murder trial in March spect the winter arrangements are not ai ι regarded as a hard old •'party." If thai
Tuesday morning.
I have just received a stock of the
But a little storm does not delay thi > of last year. Everett will be defended
of
You
shoes
can get good values for your money if you
internot
does
the
as
summer.
be
and
Ood
so,
Almighty
satisfactory
wheels of justice, and so the stroke ο [ by Hon. John P. Swaaey, and Hon. A. S.
Harry Home is the new clerk in th< » fere, you are ruined for all time. The new
ten found Judge Strout ascending thi
Kimball will be associated with him after telephone office. The management de bud will never arrive at manhood't
bench, in his silken robe, and the ma his return from Boston, where he bas sire to secure the best help possible.
flower and manhood's fruit. The promchinery of the court was set in motion gone on business.
Dr. Staples, of Dr. F. E. Drake's office ise wHl never reach fulfillment.
WITH THE
case
was
W
this
offered
Rev.
J.
The
main
facte
of
H<
this
week.
Prayer
peculiar
by
is enjoying his vacation
"Oh, I oan leave it alone now or any
Chesbro of the South Paris Baptis ; are doubtless well remembered. On the was at his Brunswick home during th< future time."
No such thing. Yuu can not or you
church, and Crier Hammond made th< night of the 13th of June the small week and took In the Topsbam fair.
usual formal proclamations. The grant I dynamite house at the mine on Crocker
Quite a number of Norway's musii will not, and in this case there is no
Come in and hear them.
jury was then empaneled and organized Hill in Paris was blown up, and RatcliH loving people attended the festival at practical difference between can not and
*ο*ο*α+ο+α*ο*ο*ο+ο+ο+ο+κ>·+<>+ο+ο+ο*ο*ο*<>+ο*ο*<>**ι
was found among the ruins, still breath- Portland this week.
as follows:
will not, for either leads direct to hidGRAND JURY.
intr, but with one foot entirely blown
Tbe boys of Co. D are to shoot; « den remorse and open shame. Can not
off and with other injuries, from which series of three contests next June witl you believe at the last it biteth like a
Arthur W. Sadler, Hiram, Foreman.
W1U W. Walte, Dix Held, Clerk.
SOUTH PARIS.
he died shortly after.
the Ottawa, P. Q-, team. Theι scores serpent and stingeth like an adder, withAND
Frank E. Akers, Andover.
The affair was reported over the tele- will be reported by telegraph, each teano out a personal trial? Is the written testiGeorge A. Brlggs, Parle.
LI "wcllvn H. Cushman, Norway.
phone by Everett, who was cook and of twenty-five men to shoot at then mony false and human experience a lie?
.lame» M Dav, Woodstock.
watchman at the mine, and the only home range.
"A little something bracing for dogtharles R. Fills Canton.
person who stayed there during the
Albert P. Bassett and company are at days and a little something warming
Wa ter G. Emery, Bethel.
Fre t E. Godlng, Romford.
night. The story that he told was in his camp at Lovell for a hunting trip, when nights are frosty and days are oooi,
Cbarle» Goodrich, Mexico.
brief that he had discovered a man Mr. Bassett has a most delightf ulplacf is tbe proper thing, you know. A glass
James E. Irish, Hartford.
of toddy now and then is relished by our
prowling about the buildings; that he
William H. Irish, Bucktleld.
had followed him, and saw him go into
Charles Llnscott. Rrownfleld.
Staples of Auburn Is In leading men. It can work no harm to
Oxford.
George Morris,
the dynamite house, whereupon Everett
charge of the Norway Savings Bank dur- me."
Bennett Morse, Upton.
closed the door of the house and fasten- ing Treasurer Tubbs' outing at Camp
0, no! Tou were not built on the same
Lewis A. âawln, Waterford.
minutes
A
few
ed
it
on
the
outside.
l'reston Warren, Porter.
1-2
pappoose, Waterford, for ten days. Mr. plan as other men. You are a leathern
later the explosion occurred, whereupon Tubbs has in his company Ε. B. Tubbe man with copper toes—no passions—no
Judge Strout instructed the grand Everett summoned
fr«>m of Norway, H. C. Harmon, Nate Stewart,
assistance
to
to
pampervert—no appetite
powers
jury at no great length but very clearly, Paris Hill.
Dr. Ε. E. Barker and J. W. Slattery of per and no taste to please—no growth in
as to their duties, and they retired to
An inquest was held by Coroner Wil- Portland, and W. C. Libby of Gorham, you for good or ill. What an admirable
their room to begin their work. The
liam J. Wheeler, and a verdict was re- Ν Η
sign to set up for a cigar factory, if only
traverse juries were then empaneled:
turned that Ratcliff died as the result of
Mrs. Addie Huxford fell from her car- you had the red man's falcon glance and
FIRST JURY.
cause.
an explosion from some unknown
riage at North Waterford fair and broke lion bearing!
N. Dayton Bolster, Paris, Foreman.
Later it was discovered that there was a Tier shoulder. She did not discover the
42tf
"When I And it harmful at all I will
Frank E. Bean, Albany.
in
of
Ratcliff
cut
the
throat
which, extent of the injury until she consulted stay my hand and drink no more."
Leslie D. Brown, Bethel.
of
when
to
the
before.
the
on
note
struck
W. C. Cross, Greenwood.
I have heard that
testimony
physicians, a physician
according
injury
Monday
W. M. Flint, Sweden.
was made with some sharp instrument. was attended to for the first time.
It has a familiar sound, like a half forFrank Gllcrcase, Dlxlleld.
was also learned that there was a life
Barker
It
well
as
Dr.
as
Bartlett
Dr.
gotten thing of long ago. I knew him
< harles E. Freeman, Norway.
LIFE IS A BLANK
insurance policy on Ratcliff s life in brought home from their Upton trip a and he loved the creature dearly and
Thomas B. Goodwin, Bethel.
which Everett was named as the bene- deer
George W. Hall, Peru.
Both were shot at about tbe same would frequently take a smile.
Simeon Harrlman, Norway.
WHEN SIGHT
ficiary, and on which he had for some time at about the same place.
"O, he could leave it any time easily."
L. D. Howard, Mexico.
MAINE.
time been paying the premiums. Α
But be was not put together like you.
A company consisting of Cap t. Wright
Irving K. Ingalls, Denmark.
IS GONE.
stained knife was found near the scene Blsbee, Henry B. Foster, Will Libby and Hit internal arrangements were not tinSECOND JURY.
These facts and ! Clarence M. Smith left for Camp Cinna- lined, and tbe vitriol· ate a way through
of the explosion.
Harry B. McKeen, Stoneham, Foreman.
others which were discovered led to the mon Saturday for a few days' outing.
somewhere and—puff! out he went.
A. A. Keen, Bucktleld.
TOO
Cluster H. Lane, Parle.
arrest of Everett and his being held for
An electric car was thrown from the Years ago I saw a young man take his
Jacob M Ludden, Canton.
the action of the grand jury. Since his track Monday afternoon and an axle first nip of the ardent. "Just a swallow,
LATE TO GRIEVE
George B. McMennamln, Rum font.
arrest he has been confined in jail, see-. was broken. Some delay in the service thank you. It is enough for me. I
Henry H. Merrill, Hebron.
THEN.
Frank A. Noble, Waterford.
ing no visitors except members of his j was caused but no one of the passengers don't propose to make a swill bucket of
Frank E. Quint, Brownfleld.
A few years
or help was Injured.
family and his counsel.
my corporal system."
Herbert L. Rldlon, Porter.
Now is the time for action. Now
A benefit supper will be given at Con- afterwards I witnessed a like performPrevton H. Spencer, Hiram.
is when yon can come to us for a
NOTES.
Roscoe G. Stephens, Sumner.
cert nail Thursday evening, Oct. 17tb, ance by the same performer and I could
A. D: Thayer, Oxford.
The deputy sheriffs in attendance at for the benefit of the
of
Norbut notice how wonderfully his capacities
junior class
FREE
SUPERNUMERARIES.
this term are Jailer Wilbur L. Farrar,
This
way High School. It will be flowed and capabilities had increased.
Arthur S. Tucker, Rumford.
William A. Bicknell of Norway, John *
EXAMINATION,
the
to
was
full
ware
sociable.
a
his
little
time
bv
glass
Elvern K. Whitman, Woo<Utock.
Phillips of Fryeburg, and Albert F.
After an absence of forty years Nathan rim, and he tossed it off like an old stagA. D Wight, GUead.
and Ret our advice and informaBerry of Hiram.
P. Richardson of Dlgby, N. S., visited in er, tipped his glossy beaver over his ear,
tion about your eye sight,
Arthur S. Tucker of Rumford, one of
in the place and strode down Evergreen Avenue like
The
changes
Norway.
many
the
of
Wallace
for
trial
In
;
preparation
the supernumeraries, was immediately
him.
The
and
eeen
to
Bawston
has
been
a
man
who
for
Paris
Everett
of
surprised
THERE
G.
murder, thirty- greatly
excused from service.
of the place caused him to
As it appeared that nothing would be eight extra jurymen have been sum- prosperity
IN
DANGER
IS
are from the towns of express himself frequently.
"Well, what of him? Is—is he dead?"
Coat.
ready for trial that day, the jurors were moned. They
Coat or
A New Suit.
The little son of Albert Payne, who
no! like you be is a leathern
Dead!
Hebron,
DELAYS.
Buckfield,
Bethel,
Greenwood,
all excused until Wednesday, and the
was run over by the L. E. Perkins team man, with swine-skin nerves and bowels
and
WoodWaterford
Sumner,
Oxford,
was
of
the
docket
taken
This
call
up.
last week, is very little the worse for of pig-iron. Not dead, but be ought to
Our new line is
Seldom an
resulted in a trial list of about twenty-five stock, and are summond to be here
evening this
the accident which nearly cost him hie be. All that makes life desirable and
of this week.
eases, and at the afternoon session these Tuesday morning
month but you feel the need of
S.
of
us
alA few black and blue places and well worth the living burned to ashes on
have
life
bought
Many
were assigned to the remaining days of
At a meeting of the bar association : an
Sell Rain
extremely narrow escape were the the altar of his thirsty Moloch.
an outer garment.
the first week and Monday and Tuesday Tuesday afternoon, a committee was
EYESIGHT
SPECIALIST,
of
About
time for you, is
of
apples
Sondom,
boy,
my
Apples
of the second week.
times.
of
ten
out
nine
chosen to prepare resolutions on the
Coats
Mrs. B. F. Bradbury and Mr. Sodom, but go right on chewing just the
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
The one case assigned for Wednesday death of Elwin H. Gleason, and as there
it
not?
and Mrs. F.L.Edwards were at Rum- same. It is noticeable that the current
for
sun or
It's
Browns,
Blues,
Grays,
good
of
vs.
the
Mexico
Why?
was Norman S. Perry
would be scant time to prepare for a ford Falls
Sunday, the guests of Mr. and generation lays not to heart tbe warnings
American Gas and Gasoline Eagine Co. memorial service at this term, the comrain, church or business. $10
or
doub'e
Blacks.
Mrs. Cowan.
of the past generations of men. That
for
of Portland.
Swasey
plaintiff, raietee will report on the afternoon of
The scholars at the high school build- seems to have been the arrangement from
up to $iS.
Wright & Wheeler for defendant. The the first day of the next May term, at
A range of
breasted
ing enjoyed an outing Thursday by rea- tbe beginning, and has not been departed
suit was to recover fifty dollars paid by Rumford Falls.
The tenth man takes a
The committee con- son of the
used
the
boiler
of
extent.
from universally nor to any great
inspection
the plaintiff on the price of a gasoline sists of Ralph T. Parker, Fred R. Dyer,
in
to
stock.
the
ala
for
has
had
fruit
Coat.
$20
building.
Forbidden
heating
$5 up
peculiar
$7.50 to $15.
engine which, accordiug to the plaintiff's aod A. E. Stearns.
The members of the Rebekab Lodge lurement over since our first parents
Boot, Shoe and Harness repair
declaration, bad not been delivered. At
will hold a fair at Concert Hall Nov 10 went wrong under the pippin-tree. The
uenneii—ογβππ.
shop, with modern machines and
the opening of court Wednesday morning
and 20. Wednesday the supper will be birthmark is more or less apparent on
two rents over store, with a
tools,
negotiations for a settlement of the case
In Central Church, Bangor, Wednes- J followed
the children.
by an entertainment.
were in progress, and after tho court had
good
paying business. A modern,
day evening, occurred the marriage of ( The Board of Trade meeting Tuesday
Well, what are you going to do about
waited about three-quarters of an hour, Guy Alfred Bennett, non of Mr. and Mrs.
Underwear.
Medium
Ε. N. it.
well attended.
was
j
elegantly furnished hotel with good
John.
it was disposed of by entering a default Frank Bennett of Paris, and Miss Laura evening
Ibo
A beautiful residence
Swett, vice-president, presided.
patronage.
for fifty dollars.
underof
Mr.
and
Bernice Brann, daughter
This mor.th is not cold enough for
matter of entertainment of those who
A CRIMINAL ATTACK
with every modern convenience, at
As this was tho only case for the day, Mrs. Wilbur N. Brann of Bangor.
the Maine Dairymen s Asso- on
will
attend
warm
is
not
underwear
summer
but
wear
Some valuable
an inoffensive citizen is frequently one-half its value.
there was but little done on Wednesday.
your
The ceremony was performed at 8:30 ciation
meeting Dec. 3, 4, and δ was dis- made in that apparently useless little
Maine
farms.
for
now.
fine
lots.
timber
a
We
have
REDDING VS. SHILLINGS.
o'clock by Rev. C. A. Moore, pastor of j
300
good variety just right
enough.
cussed, and a committee consisting of tube called the "appendix." It's generdouble ring Episcopal !
I can save you money, come and
W. C. Leavitt, A. L. Sanborn and (J. L.
Thursday morning work was begun on the church, the
result
of
the
7.1c.
•10c.
$1.00.
ally
protracted constipaThe bride entered
the case, Isabel S. Redding vs. J. P. service being used.
Curtis appointed to look up rooms, board, tion
following liver torpo*. Dr. King's or correspond.
the church accompanied by her father,
Pills
the
New
Life
liver,
preregulate
and was attended by Miss Rachel A.
Abbie L. Johnson, who fell down
pass brought to recover for white birch
vent appendicitis, and establish regular
as maid of honor;
cut and other growth broken down and Jordan of Bangor,
stairs last week and broke her wrists, is habits of the bowels. 25c at P. A.
WE GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.
TRY US.
of
Quincy, d ling as well as can be expected.
42-4f>
destroyed by the defendant on land and Miss Lucie F. Newcomb
store.
&
Co.'s
Shurtleff
drug
Brann
and
Miss
claimed by the plaintiff, also for damage Mass., Miss Margaret E.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Devine are in
as
done to growing crops of tbe plaintiff by Dorrice C. Brann, sisters of the bride
Boston for a week. They were married
1
wore
a
Princess
The
bride
NOTICE.
Born.
tbe defendant's stock.
at Freeport Monday by Rev. C. E. AnSwaaey for bridesmaids.
white inesealino satin and
In the District Court of the United Suttee for the
Mrs. Devine is the daughter of
ccll.
plaintiff, Wright «ft Wheeler for de- gown of ivory
District of Maine. In Bank, uptcy.
a shower
carried
lace.
She
Maltese
fendant.
Mr. and Mrs. Roswell Froet, a graduate
Id Newry, Oct. 7, to tbe wife of Ira Bennett, a
In the matter of
)
South
eon.
Mrs. Iiedding, tbe plaintiff, was for- bouquet of bride's roses.
of Norway High, '07.
PATRICK ADAMS,
[ In Bankruptcy,
In Bethel, Oct. 6, to the wife of II. A. Packard,
M les Jordan, the maid of honor, wore
in
the
that
section
a
resident
of
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
merly
a ila lighter.
Maine News Notes.
northwestern part of the town of Sum- an empire gown of pink brocaded mesIn Bethel, Oct. 10. to the wife of Rev. F. B.
To the creditor* of Patrick Adam*. In the
and carried white chrysantheSchoonover, a daughter.
County of Oxford and district afore «aid :
ner formerly generally known as Far- saliue,
wife
of
to
the
Alfred
Notice Is hereby riven that on the 14tb day of
In
Oct.
Daniels,
1,
Paris,
On account of diphtheria Bridgton
rar'e Mills, now known as Redding, the mums.
September, A. D. 1907, the aald Patrick Adam*
The bridesmaids wore Princess gowns Academy bas been closed for a week. a daughter.
In Dlxfleld, Oct. 3, to tho wife of Delbert Mc- waj duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
Redding family having occupied the
white silk mull, with white There has been one death and several Intlre, a daughter.
meeting of hie creditor* will be held at the office
same farm for tweuty-tive years or more. of pink and
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, 8outb Pari·,
They wore cases among the pupils.
Since the suit was commenced, Mrs. sashes in empire effect.
THESE ARE THE
on
the 6th day of Nor., A. D. 1907, at 10 o'clock
wreaths of maiden-hair fern and
In the forenoon, at which time the laid creditor*
Redding has died, and the suit is now coronet
Fred Harmon of Hollis committed
Married.
carried
a
their
chrysanthemums.
pink
claims,
son
and
attend,
appoint
her
prove
may
administrator,
prosecuted by
suicide by shooting himself with a shot
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact
The groom was attended by William
John F. Redding.
buMness as may properly come begun at his home Friday. He was 53
In Parle, Oct. 10, by Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Mr. such other
In 1902, J. P. Skillings of Bethel, the E. Stone of Hartford, Conn., as groomsfore «aid meeting.
of age and lived alone.
Dermont H. Bobbins and Mies Louisa E. Chase,
the ushers were Thomas A. Smart years
South Parla, Oct. 10. 1907.
defendant, purchased the Freeman Far- man;
both of Paris.
We
the A. H. BERRY SHOE CO.
WALTER L. GRAT,
Made in Portland
of Dexter, William A. Cobb of Auburn,
The heavy rains have practically filled
In Bangor, Oct. 9, by Rev. C. A. Moore, Mr.
rar farm, adjoining the Redding farm on
Referee In Bankruptcy.
of McCall'· Ferry, Penn., and
are
Calf.
Velour
Kid
and
the east, and built there a birch mill, Dayton J. Edwards of the University of the Rangeley Lake system, ensuring au Guy A. Bennett
Patent
in
Vici
have
them
Kid,
They
Miss Laura B. Brann of Bangor.
which he has since operated to some Maine, and Cecil S. French of Kiugfield, ample Rupply of water for the winter to
In Llvermore, Oct. 1, by Rev. W. H. Atkinson,
Correct in style, perfect in
the beet that can be made for $3.50.
all the mills on the Androscoggin River. Mr. John C. Marnton of Hartford and Miss Rose
The cutting of birch complain- Me.
extent.
The church was undecorated, save for
Atkinson of Llvermore.
We sell
ed of in the writ was done in the year
fit, they are better than some th.it are sold for $3 00.
There are 19 young women among the
In Hebron, Oct. 7, Mr. Robert Y. DeWolfe of
of pink and white chrysanthe11)03, on land which is a part of the bunches
Rumford Fulls and Miss Grace Inez Nichols of
new students at the University of Maine
for $2.50. Oxfords same price. Buy all of your footwear
them
in
OF
mums
the
chancel.
pasture on the Redding farm, as it had
this fall, but as yet there aro not enough Hebron.
Miss Lena Beane rendered a wedding
In Greenfield, Mass Oct. (1, Mr. H. W. Rich of
here and save money.
been used for many years, and which
of them at the institution to bring up Rumford Kalis and Miss Hattle M. Gregory.
on
the
recital
organ.
was claimed as a part of the Redding
In Rumford Fall?, Oct. 7, by Rev. A. J. Barry.
coeducational
serious
problems.
any
and
well
known
Brann
ie
Miss
popular
Or. Edward A. Shechy of Rumford Falls and
farm. The amount cut was testified to
in Bangor, where she has been promiAt the close of a very successful Miss Mahelle N. Ilescock of Phillips.
as having been somewhere between fifty
The undersigned will sell
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 9, by Rev. H. L. Han
and
in
and
social
musical
last
week.
nent
at
Portland
circles,
festival
music
and a hundred cords.
son, Mr. Wm. F. H. Waterhousc and Miss Ethel
on the premises a part of
work.
church
R.
William
presented
Chapman
to
state
Manager
is
It
Belle Price.
perhaps hardly necessary
the timber back of fair
Mr. Bennett is an alumnus of the Uni- his resignation, on account of lack of
In Cornl«h, Sept. 22, by Rev. W. B. Eldridge,
further that this was a 'Mine case," the
Mr. Orison W. Adam* and Mrs. Margaret Kimfence,
real question being who was the real versity of Maine in the class of 1900. He enthusiasm and support. The directors ball, both of Hiram.
ground
Tolophono 118*8.
in refused to consider it, and a meeting is
owner of tbe land on which the birch is an electrical engineer, rapidly rising
In Freeport, Oct. 7, by Rev. Caroline Angell
the
is
with
and
connected
his
make
W.
Miss
Ruth
Devine and
to bo held to endeavor to
arrange- Mr. George
Georgia
profession,
As in most such cases, the eviwas cut.
Frost, both of Norway.
dence presented not only included the McCall'e Ferry Power Co. of McCall's ments for continuing and strengthening
In Norway, Oct. 9, bv Rev. B. S. Rldeout, Mr
where
the
young couple the association.
recollections of witnesses as to tbe occu- Ferry, Penn.,
Wulter F. Tub be and Mies Ada L. Russell, both
At 2 p. n.
will reside.
.of Noiway.
pancy of the land, but also a vast numPhineas Whittier, the apple king of
In Paris, Oct. 9, by Rev. B. S. Rldeout, Mr.
atfrom
of
town
out
The
following
ber of deeds, two or three surveyors'
labor
Miss
Eva
the
has
solved
Oxford
and
of
Joalah
Frank
probCovering
This is an extra good lot of timber
Mr. and Mrs. Chesterville,
tended the wedding:
plans, and a great deal of testimony relatin picking his apples. He Matilda Field of Parts.
Bennett of Paris, parents of the lem question
of pine, spruce, fir, hemconsisting
ing to monuments, spotted trees, stone*, Frank
to Boston and engaged a dozen
went
—
brother of
lock and some good hard timber and
fcuces, etc. In tbe course of tbe years groom; Mr. Leslie Bennett,
are now hard at tho
and
Italians
they
Died.
of
Roxsince Mr. Skillings purchased the Farrar groom; Miss Grace B. Bicknell
be
will
This
cord wood.
growth
job. Mr. Whittier says that while they
farm and this cutting was done, two bury, Mass.; Miss Lucie F. Newcomb of are not the best of
help they are more In South Parts, Oct. ID Charles H. Session», sold to the highest bidder with a
Miss Jean Allan of
surveyors, Henry Nelson of Rutnford Quincy, Mass.;
and
than
6
begging aged 74 years, mouths, 7 days.
hunting
satisfactory
time to remove from lot. ParFalls and W. H. Jenne of Paris, have on Dennysville; Mr. and Mrs. George A. for native
In Rumford Fallr, Oct. 6, Irving, son of Mr. years'
help.
and Thomas Kellev, aged β years.
t es are invited to look over the lot
several different occasions done survey- Smart, Miss Grace Smart, Mr. Thomas
In Rumford Falls, Oct. 8, Aline, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Loomie Farrington Goodale, a native
and lines will be shown at any time
ing, individally or together, for the par- A. Smart, Dexter;
Robert Seymou', Aged S years.
of Lincoln, Me., a member of the class
ties to this suit, aud have gone pretty L. Mooney, Island Falls.
In West Peru, Oct. 5, Mrs. Cyrus Davenport.
prior to the sale by Ε. E. Andrews
is
of
of
B.
At
the
of
Oct.
wood,
'70
Maine,
In
Charles
BuckOeld,
β,
of
tbe
earth's
suraged
University
well over the portion
or T. P. Richardson, Norway.
years.
Robblns—Chase.
face which is in the vicinity of Redding.
supervising railway expert to the Phil S2In
North Waterford, Oct. 6, LIzile Dresser.
of great
a
Both these surveyors were witnesses in
In Bethel, Oct. 5, Mrs. Louisa B. Packard,
There was a quiet wedding Thursday ippine Commissioners, position
OXFORD COUNTY AGRICULthe case. There was also a long list of evening, Oct. 10, at S o'clock, at the responsibility in the development of aged nearly 90 years.
Oct. e.Thclma Louise. Infant (laugh
SOCIETY.
deeds introduced, the plaintiff having home of Mr. and Mrs. James L. Chase of the railways of the islands and carrying terInofBethel,
TURAL
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Packard.
several to support the claim of that side Paria Hill, when their daughter, Miss with it a salary of $12,000 with $4,000
In Bethel, Oct. 8, Miss Sarah Hall, aged 74
Per order Trustees.
41-43
of the case, while the defence introduced Louisa E., was united in marriage with for an assistant.
years.
In Denmark, Oct. 5. Mrs. Sarah F., widow of
the record of a chain of twelve or fifteen Mr. Dermont H. Bobbins.
The house
In memory of my beloved mother, Joslah Evans, aged 85 years.
deeds beginning with one of the original was beautifully decorated with autumn
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
In North Buckfleld, Oct. 10, James F. Blckncll,
Mrs. Harriet Howard Pulslfer.
aged £0 years, 5 months, 3 days.
WIIKREAS, Emily E. McCrellls, of Woodproprietors of the town of Sumner under leaves. Rev. E. S. Cotton of Norway imIn Paris, Oct 1, Infant daughter of Mr. and
life to life she passed; no death 1* here;
From
In the County of Oxford and State of
from
Massachusetts.
stock,
the grant
pressively performed the ceremony, Thle te a step of progress ; not the end ;
Mrs. Alfred Daniels, aged 1 hour.
Maine, by her mortgage deed, dated the thirtieth
This case, though tried with thorough
which the young couple re- I hear her saying In a voice of cheer,
of March, A. D. 1ÎW5, and recorded In Oxfollowing
day
ford Registry qf Deeds, book 389, page 165, conpreparation and great skill on both ceived congratulations, and refreshments 'Tie of life's nalnre ever to ascend !
veyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel
sides, dragged its slow length along, as were served. A number of family friends From love to love she
sweet love she
for
passed;
of land, with the buildings thereon, situated at
such cases invariably do, and when were present.
Beautiful and useful
knew,
North Woodstock, in Woodstock aforesaid, and
here as freely as the air;
Thursday, Friday and Saturday had gifts were received in good numbers. And breathed aIt love
known as the Abby W. Packard stand, containand true
one-half acre of land more or leas; and
been used up, and it was time for the For the present Mr. and Mrs. Robbins A love so dear; us andlong tried
ing
Which blesses
helps this loss to bear.
the condition of said mortage has been
Fearless of automobiles or cars. whereas now
Saturday afternoon trains, the arguments will remain with the bride's parents.
therefore, by reason of the breach
broken,
The jury was then
were just finished.
From song to song she passed; above earth'» Good worker and driver. Good size. of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
strife
said mortgage.
excueed, and at tbe opening of court
Is
that
ANGELO
CAVALERI,
Adams-Kimball.
Sho heard the music
prophecy:
Woodstock, Maine, October 5,1907.
The comfort, wear and shape-keeping qualities
Monday morning Judge Strout instructThis music wrought she Into heart and life,
EDNA J. JUDKIN3.
South Paris.
A very quiet wedding occurred in
And caught the key ot heaven's own harmony. 42tf
ed the jury, and the case was given to
what has made these shoes so popular.
are
Cornish Sept. 22, when Mrs. Margaret
them about 11 o'clock.
alio passed; her gentle heart
Kimball -and Mr. Orison W. Adams, both From Rood to good
Verdict for plaintiff, $75.00.
For
Sale.
Found good In others, passed the evil by;
of Hiram, were united in marriage by So of the good she grew to be a part,
And 'mid the good her pathway still must lie.
My farm in Sumner, near the Paris
The grand jury made long days and Rev. Mr. Eldridge, pastor of the MethMr. Adams is
A second hand coal heater, in lino. Cute bay to winter fifteen head of
worked hard until Friday afternoon, odist Episcopal church.
'Tls passing, then, not dying, we behold ;
will turn water most equal to a rubber boot.
Good
stock. Buildings in fair repair.
when they reported and were excused. one of our most progressive and sucAnd who would shun a destiny like this,
good condition, suitable for sitting young orchard.
Also cow·, young catThe following indictments were made cessful farmers, while Mrs. Adams is T' escape the feebleness of growing old,
Every pair of first quality Bass shoes are
room.
And And ourselves forever young In bliss?
for her position as mistress of
tle, three horeea, farming toola, Ac.
public, and it is understood that there well fitted
on the bottom G. H. Bass & Co.
MERRILL.
HENRY
E.
C.
SLATTERY,
their fine home. Mr. and Mrs. Adams Life's lessons she had learned; had drained the
are quite a number more in the list:
R. F. D. 3, South Parie.
South Paris, Me. 41-44
have the good wishes and congratulaRemember that these shoes are made from
cup
Wallace G. Everett of Parts. Murder.
42-43
Of earth's experiences of smiles and tears;
Je*sn 3. Estes of Woodstock. Breaking and tions of a large circle of friends.
It was her time then itladly to take up
solid leather and are very durable.
entering.
The higher labors of her grander yean.
stolen
Auburn.
Louis Olum of
Receiving
Southwest Harbor at last has ite glue
goods.
And though oft-times th· tides of sorrow rush
of
Wilfred Oullette and Louie Monchimp
factory controversy satisfactorily settled Across our hearts at thought of our great loss,
Ruinford. Three Indictments for breaking and
with apparent satisfaction to all parties. Tet for her sake, oar own grief we will hush
and
larceny.
entering
And for her crown will patient bear oar cross
John Loblkls. Charles Ploplts and Mike Que- A permanent injunction has been issued
title of Rumford. Two Indictments for aeeault. by Chief Justice Emery of the Supreme
beloved mother, though unseen the chain
So,
Philip DeCoteau of Norway. Common seller,
Court, forbidding the operation of a That binds us to thee, It willbenever break ;
and single sale.
^
In vain;
We'll follow thee, nor shall It
15.
25
and
between
June
Sept.
Warren Cook of Rumford- Larceny.
factory
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Thou'lt hear our cill: "Walt till we overOnofrto Montlsano of Rumford. Nuisance.
This compromise is mutually agreeable
take I"
Ernest White of Rumford. Larceny.
to both the summer visitors and the perTelephone 106-3.
Gulxeppe Rrgetano and Domlnlco Galatt of
manent resident·, and seems to insure Meantime we'll pitch our lines Into the key
Rumford. Felonious assault.
Of that thou'rt living; so one music sweet
Charles J. Harmon of Mexico. Larceny.
the
all
for
the
town
business
through
We'll make until our earthly harmony
Adclard Dargle of Rumford. Larceny.
Shall blend with thine and make one song
year.
Roland McPhee of Rumford. Nuisance.
to see fall
invitation is extended to all
Librarian

It was a most excellent harvest supper that was served by the Congregational ladies at their vestry Thursday
evening. The tables were well filled,
and there were baked beans and brown
bread, Indian pudding, red fiannel hash,
Auction of Livery Stock.
old fashioned pumpkin pie, and all the
tixins, in abundance and to spare. A
At his stable in Oxford next Saturday,
good programme of music and readings Oct. 19, J. Η. Glover will sell at auction
was given following the supper.
a lot
of livery stock, including four
horses,
carriages, express wagons,
The women of the Baptist church met
sleighs, harnesses, etc., etc. Also a lot
last Wednesday afternoon and reorganiz- of household
goods.
ed their Social Circle adopting a new constitution and renaming the society "The
Bar Harbor is "talking up" a new
Ladies' Aid Society." Mrs. L. C. Morton
Charles Randall of Hebron. Assault.
The site of the old Rodick
town ball.
was chosen president; Mrs. J. W. ChesDomtnlck Lankehae and John Samllu· of
HARD TIMES IN KANSAS.
house is considered desirable, bat with
Rumford. Nuisance.
brt, vice-president; Mrs. F. A. Kimball,
a new 190,000 schoolhouse, a bill for
The old days of grasshoppers and
Vlto Bucclna and Glousel Cocolle of Rumford'
Clias.
Mrs.
Heromingway,
secretary;
ar construction and repairs in pros- Nuisance.
drouth are almost forgotten in the prostreasurer. The society voted to hold a sew
Edmund Bowers and Charte· Vallee. Nuipect, and an already high tax rate, the sance.
perous Kansas of to-day; although a
sale the second Tuesday in November.
conservative element urges patience
citizen of Codell, Earl Shamburg, has
Fred E. Tucker. Nuisance.
Paul Roes. Nuisance.
not yet forgotten a hard time he enM. C. Titus of South Paris is in Toron- with regard to a municipal building
M.
Ross.
Nuisance.
William
countered. He says: "I was worn out
to as a member of a general committee though the need is recognized.
W. P. McDonald. Nuisance.
and discouraged by coughing night and
of the Grand Trunk Telegraph operators,
Paul Proooplo. Nuisance.
Nuisance.
H.
Daniel
McCafferty.
in conference with the officers of the
day, and could find no relief till I tried
The contract for the superstructure of
Victor Losler and Joe Davis. Nuisance.
Dr. King's New Discovery. It took less
road regarding an increase of pay for the the municipal building at Skowhegan
J. L. LeClalr. Illegal transportation.
than one bottle to completely cure me."
telegraphers. Nothing is yet finally de- I has been awarded by the committee to Larry A. Roux. Forgery.
The safest and most reliable cough and
cided, but it is expected by the oper- 'Smith and Rumery of Portland, the
Divorcee have been decreed in the foloold remedy and lung and throat healer
ators that they will secure an increase of price being $46,000.
This does not incaaes:
Guaranteed by F. A.
ever discovered.
ten or fifteen per cent. The minimum is clude the heating, lighting or plumbing. lowing
Tina M. Thomas vs. Samuel D. Thomas. De
Shurtlefl A Co.'s drag store. 50c and
now 942.60 on the main line* and 939.50 It Is hoped to have it completed early In
•ertlon.
on branche·.
$1.00. Trial bottle free.
the fall of 1908.
McCarthy.

|

NOBWAY.

William N. Carrer

BLUCHERS,

^The'

$4.00, $3.50, $3.00,

$3.50, $3.00, $3.50.

$5.00, $4

$1.75,

$3.50, $3.35,

buy

Edison

Latest

—

South Paris.

PORTER,

W. A.

J.

Horn.

Improved

42tf

CALL

PLEDGE,

pays 6
and 8

weight

pigs

tice.

1-2C.

weight

live

good,

until further

LINE

OF

All the latest ideas

cents dressed

for

SEE OUR

MILLINERY.

Norway, He.

Sarah'l.

Frothingham,

W. O.

Phonographs

—

in

fat

Trimmed,

no-

Ready-to-wear Hats, Nov-

elties,

?
§

Untrimmed and

Etc.

MRS. R. L.

POWERS,

NORWAY,

£

j

BLUE

STORES.

ONE OF THREE THINGS

YOU NEED IN OCTOBER

narked

Top

Rain

complete.

RICHARDS,

ready.

WDr.eand

Single

..,

styles.

Top

prices

Weight

j

heavy

see|

e,<Mrs.

Hazen's Farm and Real Estate
Agency, Oxford, Me

F. H. NOYES CO.
(2 Stores,)

Paris,

Norway.

Ladies' Welt Boots, $2.50.
—

NEW

CENTURY

by

Auction Sale

Standing Timber

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe

Company,

Opera House Block, Norway, (Vaine,

Sat., Oct. 26,1907,

THE

"Bass Shoe"

As it is to-day is the fruit
of more than a quarter of a

century of experience and

effort.

and good
work only are what has
brought these shoes to their
present high standard.

Good leather

Sale

Good Horse

CtLeap,

For Sale.

THE WATERPROOF SHOE
stamped

J.

Prices $1.75 to $4.50.

FALL HATS
AND

Millinery

compute

Sdnnt sidb,

Windsor, vt., Sept. 27,1907-

HIS DEAR OLD MOTHER.
"My dear old mother, who is now
eighty-three years old, thrives on Electric Bitter·,'1 writes W. B. Brunson, of
Dublin, Ga. "She has taken them for
about two years and enjoys an excellent
appetite, feels strong and sleeps well.'1
That's the way Electric Bitters affect
the aged, and the same happy results
follow in all cases of female weakness
and general debility. Weak, puny children to<>, are greatly strengthened by
them. Guaranteed also for stomach,
liver and kidney troubles, by F. A.
Sburtleff A Co., Druggists. 50c.

A cordial

I shall be assisted
Mrs. F. E. Drake.

millinery.

!

Novelties.

by

wish'ng

Miss Alice P.

Day

J. F. PLUMMER,

:urnlshèr,

and

Miss S. M. Wheeler,
Successor to Mrs. E. A.

SOUTH PARIS,

CASTORIA

For Infants and Chûdrin.

Tli jUai ill Hhi AtoijiBougM

Howe,

MAINE.

gj^ttae
//fTZ-J1
T- (MWZZ*

""

We bad at our Portland office during the last two week· of July twenty
calls for competent office help, and could supply only six, owing to the fact that
Is better proof of the value of our course of study
our graduates are all placed.
32-44
needed? Send for our 48 page 1007 catalog.

President.

j

Wayside Laundry,
MANAGER.
First-class work done.

Family Washings

a

Specialty.

Engine and Boiler

Steam

For Vale Cheap.

Second hand, six horse

power
and eight horse power boiler.
Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.

engine

Work Horse for Kale.
I have a moderate priced
horse for sale, weighing about 1300.
Will sell or
Extra good worker.
exchange for good cows or young
stock.
J. M. THAYER,
Paris Hill, Me.
work

MYRON H. WATSON,
Piano

Toning

TEACHER
Refer·

Repairing.

TROMBONE.

OF

Charles D. Stacy, Batten.

to

Maxim

and Pine

Block,

South Paris.

■

SStf

YEARS'

60

Practical Hints.

EXPERIENCE

Patents

No. 263.—Printer·' Pi.
1. Two presidents of the United
for more than five years, every week answers very many questions in regard to States: ERETLSOLCLOONINV.
2. Two kinds of fruit: SASPHCEPA
every variety of livestock known on the
American farm, not alone prescribing LEPE.
medicine and treatment, but telling how
No. 264.—-Anagram·.
the diseases might have been prevented,
and laying down specific rules for feed
[Boyβ' names.]
and care in health, in sickness and in He cornea herb to do chores for us;
a
Not
chore
does he leave undone.
convalescence.
Every farmer keeps
Ο what a mess! Ο what a muss!
some livestock—good veterinarians are
When he shot the

scarce.

Each inquirer is fully answered, but
Dr. Smead gues far beyond this; be believes that any information which one
intelligent farmer needs is also needed
by hundreds and thousands of others,
and he often so broadens his answer as
to make it a complete essay on the subject discussed. A year or two ago Mr.
B. Walker McKeen, of Fryeburg.. Me.,
said in a meeting of farmers that a valuable horse had been attacked with a disbad known nothing
ease of which he
until he had recently read of it in The
New-York Tribune Farmer; what Dr.
Smead had taught him enabled him to
Another farmer arose
save his horse.
and said he had had a similar experience.
Five or six hundred dollars saved in one
C. C.
town by one copy of the paper!
Waller, M. D., of North Troy, Vt., writes
to Dr. Smead, under date of April 23:
"1 desire to express my gratitude to you
through The New-York Tribune Farmer,
and to say that I regard you as the most
able, practical and
thoroughly safe
writer of the present age, and to express
my hope that you may live to serve the
farmer and our dumb friends for many
years to come."
The regular price of the New-York
Tribune Farmer is One Dollar a year,
but we will send it with The Oxford
Democrat, both papers one year for

♦a» oo.

For Service

TRADE rnAt

right good
right size.

A

Disions

Copyrights Ac.

the

Anvnne sending sketch mud description may
an
quickly ascertain our opinion free «Bather
Invention n probably patentable. Communication» strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patenta
tent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn Λ Co. r«c«lT·
tpccial notice, without charge. In the

Berkshire Boar, just
Service fee $i.oo.

A. K.

JACKSON,

South Paris, Me.

[Vowel»

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of
HERBERT CLINCH.

)

Bankrupt.

Discharge.

< 'a

Bankrupt. )

Bankruptcy.

To the H05. Clabenck Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine
fERKERT CLINCH, of Ruraford Ealls, In
the County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents, that on
the 29th day of September, 1!M>, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Act· of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that he ban duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
ami has fully compiled with all the requirements
of eaid Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepte·! by !aw from such discharge.
bated this ISth day of Sept., A. I>. 1907.

II1

HERBERT CLINCH. Bankrupt.

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.

Maine, es.
On this 5th day of Oct., A. D. 1907, on readleg the foregoing petition, it Is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 25th day of Oct, A. D
li«7, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the foreuoon; and that
notice thereof be published In The Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In «aid District, and
that all known creditor», and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause. If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor*
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as state·!.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 5th day of Oct.,
District

of

A. D. 1907.

ru.#.]
A

true

Bankrupt's

lu the matter of
PETER AYOTTE,

No. 267.—Riddle.
Rosy and pink I should always be.
Yet houses got their support from me.

I close the 1 rrel and fasten the box.
I am often thought much firmer than
locks.
But frail am I and easily break.
A part of the body 1 always make.
I am always found In a home of ten,
I am sold by thousands and aid all men.

268.—Double Acrostic.
The initials spell a small quantity;
the iluals, one of the rows of things
placed one above another, and the in
No.

itials and tinais together, the name oi
American poet.
1. One of the most antritlous grains.
2. One of the Islands of the West In-

an

dies.
3. A pendant formation of lee.
4. A kind of male voice.

_

JAMES K. HKWEY, Clerk.
copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest -JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

stated.
Witness, the Hon. Clakknck Hale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the 5ib day of Oct.,
A. D. 1907.
JAMBS E. HEWEY, Clerk.
fL. S.J
Λ true copy of peUUon and order thereon.
Attest: J\MESE. HEWEY. Clerk.

J

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily

GOOD

is a

AS

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
a
time for daily newspaper you may be kept in close toucb
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only |1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Tribune, which is

A

DAILY

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE. New-York City, will

bring

you

a

free

·
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4.

8.

Crosswords; 1. A wooden hammer. 2.
To tease. 3. I'sage. 4. Sudden. 5. To
coax. 0. To hear witness. 7. A famous

play.

From 1 to 2 and from 3 to 4 each
famous play.

name a

No. 270.—Map Puzzle.

they

in the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
UEO RUE H. PACKARD.
of Buck Held, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of George U. Packard, In the
County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 5th day of
Oct., A. D. 1M>7, the said George H. Packard was
duly Ai|judlcated bankrupt, and that the tlrst
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee. No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, on the 'isrd day of Oct., A. D. 1907, at
10 o'clock In the forciioon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Oct. 7. lW.
WALTER L.GRAY,
Referee inBankruptcy.

AS

ο

o

ο

District OF Maine, ss.
On this 5th day of Oct., A. D. 1907, on reading
the foregoing petition, It is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
D.
upon the same on the 25th day of Oct., A.
IVOT, before said Court at Portland, In said District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that no
tlce thereof be published In the Oxford Democrat. a newspaper printed In said District, ami
that all known creditors, and other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
have, why the
and show cause. If any
1.
prayer of said petitioner should not be grante
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
cred.
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known
Itors copies of said petition and this order, ad·
dressed to them at tnelr places of residence as

In the matter of
)
GEORGE C. AYLKS,
J In Bankruptcy,
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of George C- Ay les. In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that en the 5th day of
October, Α. I». 1907, the said «George C. Ay lee
was duly adjudicate·I bankrupt, and that the
first meeting of bis creditors will be held at the
ofllce of the Referee. No. 8 Market Square. South
Pari·, on the 23rd day of October. A. D. 1907. at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examln* the bankrupt, and
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Parle, Oct. 7, 1W7.
WALTER L. tiRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

ALMOST

ο

wherefore he prays. That he may be decreed
by the Court to have a full discharge from all
debts provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debt» as are excepte*1 by law from such discharge.
Dated this 30th day of Sept., A. D. 11)07.
his
l'ETER (X) AYOTTE, Bankrupt,
mark
Witness Matthew McCarthy.
Ordar of Notice Thcreou.

ftîe

In the District Court of the United States for
District of Maine, in Bankruptcy.

ο

ruptcy.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

NOTICE.

•

sample

copy.

A proviuco of Cuunda.
luud sea.

3. A great In-

No. 271.—Musical Festival.

(Fill blaiiks with musical ternis.)

A tinu of bousofuraishers advertise
as follows:
a good song.
1. Our teakettles
—

2. Our jKx-ketkuives are very —.
3. Our carpets will please whethei
for mansion. villa or
thi
4.
Our feather beds will
up new evorj
weary body and

morning.

5. Our table forks will belp to
you up.
but useare a
0. Our family
ful article.
bave no
7. Our
is excellent, and we keep
8. Our
good

—-

—

SMALL·, BUT IMPORTANT.
There ie a small detail in regard to
preserving the purity of food which
housewives have in their own hands if
they so choose, but as to which they are
most astoundingly careless and willing
This is simply the
to be imposed upon.
matter of having the meat which is sent
home from the butcher's properly wrapped tip. It is the exception when this
is done. Generally a single sheet of
coarse paper under your steak or roast ie
all yon need expect If it is a near-by
delivery, the boy carries it in an open
basket through the streets, exposed to
all the dust and germs the four winds
may choose to season it with. Errand
boys have been known also to set down
the basket on the ground for a few
minutes, play or other interruption, collecting a little grime on the fingers with
which they band the steak in at your
door. It would seem indeed that the
steak is the moBt helpless victim of this
maltreatment, since a leg of mutton, for
instance, can be washed thoroughly, but
that process would impair the tlavor of a
beefsteak.
Certainly meat is as hospitable to
germs as many other articles which are
more carefully guarded, and it is no
great hardship to require of the butcher
that he wrap it properly before it goes
out. If he is hurried, so may any other
tradesman be. The coarse paper must
be very inexpensive compared to that
used, sometimes quite lavishly, in other
stores, and two sheets, and even a string
tied around the meat would not appreciably lessen the profit on an order.
But his customers don't seem to care,
and why fibould one expect the butcher
to be a philanthropist any more than the
baker and the manufacturer of candelabra? A number of customers might
in demanding a
combine
complete
change in this custom, and carry their
point—but they won't, of course. However, each housekeeper can insist on
what is certainly her right in this matter.
A

No. 269.—Double Zigzag.
8.
1.

Discharge.
Bankruptcy.
{In
)

requirements

th*

wh'r*

My first the wisest animal
That walks this mundane sphere;
My PECOND Is the place wherein
He stores his wealth so dear.
My third, although It Is a word,
Is just a single letter;
My whole the ladles wear In Spain,
And what could they do better?

)

To tne Hon. Clakk.nck Halk, Judge of the District Court of the United State* for the Dlétrlct
of Maine:
TJETER AYOTTE, of Rnmford, In the CounI
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine, In said
District, respectfully represent)) that on the dtth
of
Nov., last past, he was duly adjudged
day
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relaUng to
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property, and has fully
of said Acts
compiled with all the
and of the orders of Court touching hie bank-

omitted.]

w*t*r

No. 266.—Charade.

Co.""™'-'New Tort

Petition for

are

Sm**th r*us th·
br**k *s d**p.

The Capt H. N. Bolster homestead situated in South Paris village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
S
and all modern equipments attached,
Washington. D. C.
Bragc
a two story house, ell and stable,
KOTICE TO WATER TAKEN.
centrally located. Apply to
A'l water rental··» now «lue Including the July
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

1.111» which have been sent out. muM lie settled
by Nov. 1st, or the water will tie shut off.
NORWAY WATER CO
Per 8. D. Andrew». Supt.
Norway, Maine, Oct 2, 1907.

with his «run.

No. 265.—Proverb Puzzle.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I .arrest circulation of any sclentlflc Journal. Term·. S3 a
year: four months, |L Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN

loons

At tlrst he'd sit and lib round and shirk
And toot on his silver horn,
And so ma thought he'd better work.
"Up. la!" he crle· at morn.

Desirable Residence for Sale,

Scientific American.

commander ie more interested in than
anything else is the record that his men
Bat there was
can make at the ranges.
a time when the 'man behind the gun'
was not recognised as the most important element in the efficiency of a fight-

Column, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parte, He

where esteemed highly. It is, however,
more than a veterinary department. Dr.
C. D. Smead, who haa had charge of it

EDWARD C. CEAN.

"In recent

Correspondence on topics of interest to the ladle*
le solicite.I. Address : Kdltor HOMKMAKKBS'

Farmer is a fair basis for the formation
of a correct opinion, then what is known
as its Veterinary Department is every-

Hebron, Maine.

Merely Making Work.
MUSICAL
years," Mid an ordnance
officer, "everything on a war vessel gives Thinking Them u
why to target practice. The one thing a
and Word· I·

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

THE CARE OP LIVESTOCK.
If the testimony of great numbers of
the readers of The New-York Tribune

Send Your Work to

—

In Summer Time.
the honeybees suck from th

HOME-MADE

MOUSE

ing ship.

"To illustrate: I was junior officer on
the old Essex many years ago. In those
days we had target practice once a quarter. We were forced by regulations to
expend so many rounds of ammunition
every three months, and—well, that was
about all there was tp it. It was a perfunctory kind of practice, and every one
was glad when it was over.
"One day we went out for the quarterly practice, anchored the target, and
went at it. The targets we used in those
days were three planks fastened in a
triangle, a spar stepped in the center to
hold the canvas which formed the target
proper.

."Now the gun captain of the forward
was an excellent marksman,

pivot rifle

and on hie first trial he sent a shell
through the spar, which smashed it into
flinders. That, of course, stopped the
practice, and out went a boat to tow the
wrecked target alongside for repairs.
"When it had been patched up, it was
towed back to its place, and firing was

resumed.

the same gunner had the first
shot and again bis shell brought down
both the spar and the canvas.
"The boat was again sent out, but
when the repaired target was being towed back to the range, the captain, who
was much out of humor by the delay,
bis mind.
spoke
"
'Tell Gunner Blank,' he commanded,
'that if he bits that target again I will
Ν. Y. Times.
put Mm in the brig!'

"Âgain

SOUNDS.

On· Doe· Letter·
Not Difficult.
To acquire the habit of thinking million I Hounds, as one does letters and
words, is not a difficult task. In fact,
to one who undertakes it seriously
there is no difficult}' greater than that
The
of learning to rend literature.
usual method of tuition, which teaches
the pupil to regard this, that or the
other note as identical with certain
his instrument, is not one
positions
best calculated to make him an efficient mid intelligent render. He never attains to Independence in musical
thought, but must ever refer to his
Instrument before he can form a fairly
accurate conception of the musical
that lies silent on the page beon

story

fore him.
As a child may learn to read the alphabet, to form letters into words and
thence into sentences and so on, Just
so may the music student learn to
comblue and use the notes before him.
Strange as It may appear, the study
of reading music may be carried on
mentally. For Instance, while I tbluk
of a melody my mind traces its flow
und all the parapheruHliu of the staff

notation appear as the melody
the
passes away into time. I realize
clef. I lute, and key signatures, bar
Hues, rhythmic divisions, and in a moment I transfer the thought to paper.
in general are accustomed to

People

of their ordinary
thoughts to papers nnd by constant
practice the labor of transmittal from
brain to paper is minimized so greatly
as to nppenr almost automatic In perWhatever of laborious efformance.
Is the World too Young?
fort appear In the process of writing
If it is the belief, however whimsical,
Is the result of want of pracof Dr. Osier, thai there would be much music
of writing
virtue and gain in chloroform for the tice and not that this form
more dilllcult
man of 40, it is the belief of Dr. Elie is really or Intrinsically
Metchnikoff that what this world chiefly than writing In words, or demands
suffers from is human immaturity! In any greater mental or manual eiTort.
an age which for long enough has been The mind l·; here master and directs
proclaiming the inestimable value of the the operations of the hand; and both
young man, he congratulates himself
from the practice which
transference

gain fatiiity
that through medical progress the balcomes of thinking music.—Musician.
auco of power may be given to those

TRAP.

Two young men were once boarding
with some friends. There were mice in
their room that annoyed them dreadfully, yet they hesitated to complain to
their supersensitive young hostese. As
they dared not purchase a trap or scatter
poison about on account of the child of
the household, they set their wits to
work to contrive a scheme that would
rid them of the nuisance.
Each night they set a well-filled water
pitcher upon the floor, put a piece of
paper, broken in the center, on top, and
upon this sprinkled cheese. A bit of
plank slanted from the floor to the top
of the pitcher like a gang-plank, and a
trail of cheese led the way to the sumThe
mit. It worked like a charm.
mice, allured to the top, fell through
the frail paper and were drowned.

whom we now call the old.

COINS·.

And probably we should still continue
YCJR GOLD
But we must keep in
to call tliem old.
mind that the great extension would
8eo if Any of Th:.-.i Is Stamped With
really be one of middle life. What is
the Letter L.
now a mere flattened hill-top would be"I got ho!i! of a gold coin a short
a
come
wide-stretching plateau. At
a
present it is those still climbing who; time ago. ami it was marked with
from their egotism and
letter !.. wLich I supposed had been
most largely give the law; the future stamped upon it by some one who
would be for thoee standing firmly and wished to keep watch as to win tlier he
with ripened thuughtfulness upon the ever had it in
I
possession again.
upper Jevel. Above all, indeed, does
it along, to my landlord. I think,
this Russian wonder worker hold to the pasesd
and thought nothing more about it for
thought that longer life will have its
several months. Then I found out thai
of
the
restoration
in
the
value
highest
old man to his rightful position in the I bad Ihmui passing light" coin."
'•IIov.* Is that?" was the questiou of
world. He will not only gather wisdom
and experience, but he will be able to a listener.
make it fall preponderantly in the gover"All coins, whether j; >1:1 or silver,
For
nance of the family and the etate.
upon which a larg.» L is stamped are
A HANDY TIN-CAN HOLDER.
what science is now determined to arrive
When you get one c;
A certain neat housewife hangs a large at is the "healthfully old," not age that light weight.
these stamped coins, the oui;, thing lisack in some convenient but inconspicu- is feeble and
we
such
as
but
age
ailing,
do is to take it to some aturayer. who
ous place outside her kitchen door into
may see in some fine old oak or elm;
which tin cans go as soon as they are having reached its maximum, it retains will weigh it and pay you about lt> petemptied. A short stick run into the it, with scarcely the fore-shadowings of cent less than the face value of the
hem of the top makes an
opening decline for score after score of years.— coin for It. He will then place it in a
through which the cans are easily slip- McClure's.
crucible to he melted into gold bullion.
is the
is
full
it
sack
the
When
ped.
"The government Itself mutilates
it
to
cart
Great
the
of
one
of
Risk.
Illustration
of
boys
special duty
these coins and in so doing turns the
away to the dump in the suburbs of the
Charles
at
In a recent speech
Brooklyn,
ruined currency right buck Into circusmall town. Thus there is never a lot K.
Hughes told this:
where some innocent party wili
of accumulated trash to make the back
Two Scotchmen with a thirst counted lation.
yard unsightly, and no much-dreaded up their joint possessions and found become victimized by them.
"When the light coins are tendered
cleaning-up day to haunt the home- that they could just cover the price of a
maker.
drink of whiskey. They went into the for duties on Imports they are weighed
nearest saloon, and ordered the one at the custom house, quickly stamped
A HAT LIFT.
down the money L for light and returned to the im
To keep a hat from pressing upon the drink, Sandy putting
for the same. Then arose a discussion
the
forehead, sew a bit of narrow ribbon as to how it could be disposed of to the porter. If the latte;· cannot puss
to
from side
coin off, he must take it to the retort
crown
inside
the
beat advantage of both. Being Scotchto lie melted.
side, near the front of the hat, leaving it men it was no
Alphonse and Gaston dissomewhat loose, adjusting it -to feel
"The light coins mnv l»e rendered
cussion. Each was disposed to stand on
hat
becomthe
lift
and
to
comfortable,
his own rights, while at the same time light In the ordinary course of abrasion
the
This
top
band, resting upon
ingly.
in circulation or they may have been
the claim of the other.
of the head, raises the weight from the admitting
At the critical moment a stranger sweated by parties who sell the gold
forehead, eliminatos the red dent that a entered the saloon. With a wink of his
dust thus bruised off the coin. The
stiff brim malMs in the tender skin, and
at his companion, Sandy turned to common mode of sweating Is to place
also leaves the hair soft and uncrushed eye
the newcomer and said: "Will you have
a number of gold coins in η sack and
so that a hat may be removed withouta drink with us?"
them up for a long Ihue, when
fear of having the hair plastered flat in
shake
Supposing that the other bad drank the
front. Many bats are heavy and droop
dust will gather at the bottom
gold
before his entrance, the stranger said
in spite of hat pin, and when worn for
"I will," and emptied the glass. of the sack."—Utica Observer.
heartily,
a
several hours they cause
genuine
There was an uncertain pause for a
headache. Others are of rough etraw
Mules and Gray Horses.
moment and then the third man said:
which is unpleasant in spite'of linings.
"Come on, boys, and have one on me."
"I wonder if that truck driver knows
So once worn, a woman will always take
They bad it. As thoy went out Sandy of any good reason for hitching that
time to sew in this useful bit of ribbon.
wiped bis mouth and said: "See how it mule with the gray horse?" remarked
OK WA8TE-BA9KET8.
worked!"
a Georgian as he saw such a team
"Yess," was the reply, "but oh! what halted at Chambers street and BroadHe was an inveterate smoker, and—
a

an

risk!"

Evolutionary Shopping.
Mrs. Compton looked at her patient

but bewildered husband with an expression of good-natured superiority.
"Dear me, George," she said, cheerfully,
"I don't see the use of my trying to explain to you, but I'm pefectly willing to
do it of course.
"I did intend, as you say, to buy a
kitchen table, and 1 came home with a
hall mirror. But it was an absolutely
natural change.
"Kirst I looked at kitchen tables.
Then the clerk called ray attention to
the kitchen cabinets, with drawers and
everything. Then I said how much they
looked like bureaus, except that they
had no glass. Then he showed me one
with a glass, and then he said he had
such a pretty bureau if I cared to look at

covered that the big jar possessed another advantage (to housekeepers, at
least) in that it never "leaked" pencil
chips, charcoal dust, nutshells or scraps
of any sort, when moved—and retained
none of those when turned upside down
for emptying.
FLOOR

Mats,

Hampden Corner, Me.,

August 14, 1906.
"Would say in regard to 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters they are invaluable in
cases of indigestion, biliousness, sick
headache, etc. I would not be without them in the house for family use."
^ours respectfully,
Mrs. Mary Stevens.

&

High Grade

Sepia and Oil specialty.
a

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L, M. TUFTS,

Register!

State Year Book
—

AND

No. 38. Just Issued.
Sent Postpaid for $2.00.

Grenville M. Donham,

FOR SALE.

Congress St., opp. City Building,
Portland, Maine.

REMEMBER!

Norway, Me.

Klain,

afford to and will pay more for rage, rub·
here, and metal thin any stronger that call* to
your house.
He pays from $6 to $'.) per ton for Iron dellv·
ercd to film here.
He buy* folded newspapers.
He le paying for mixed rag*, 1 cent α pound.
Paye market
Rubber* according to market.
price for bran Hack*.
Can

5. P. MAXIM & SON,

Agents, South Paris, Πβ.

PIANOS.
se

/eral medium

grade pianos.

A

large

always on hand. Prices
will try and interest you in

stock

low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and
the best pianos that are on the market.

we

W. J. Wheeler db
Billing· BlOOlS.,
UtH 1

Co.,

nent and mutual satis-

faction and

profit.

tHANDLIK,

E. W.

Builders' Finish!

Work.

....

For Sale.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

5 Horse power upright boiler :tnd

engine,

in

good

condition.

II. VV. TAPLEY,
South Paris Me.

MPficesinOMCounty.

PARKERS
HAIR BALSAM

CltftRfj and Ur f
Protnoita a laxuxiaf t

4j.

r «.
Ncvor Pail· to li.etor·^ Ormy
Hair to It· Youtnf :1 Cc.cr.
»
\
C-.t· aca!p
IO«:.aiiJ t'
1>na »'J
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What Our NEW TYPE of Range Means
the Crawford reputation for progress,
constructed a new type of range which is
In this new
better than even our heretofore best.
Hearth is
End
awkward
and
useless
the
design
The ashes are disposed of by falling into
omitted.
removal
a HOD far below the fire, which makes their
easier and the grates to last longer. The Coal and Ash
Hods are side by side, of the same size, and the Ash
Hod being emptied can be returned full of coal. There
is also more room on top of these ranges. The "Palace"
is extra large size and the "Castle" smaller.
All the famous Crawford features are present:
Single Damper, Patented Grate, Cup-Joint Oven Flues,
Asbestos-Backed Oven, Improved Oven Indicator.

Maintaining

we have

booklet.

our

Ifftde by Walker ft Pratt Mfg. Co., 3i-3j Union St., Boston

FOR SALE BY ALL5LEADINO DEALERS.

A LOW PRICE
—

OS

—

"Let's ask him."

way.
The driver
τ;:·Μ

only

knew that the team

Wool

always driven together by order

of th.· (*t:t'de boss.
"W. II." went on the southerner, "sinco
I vas a c'jil I I've always seemed to
know that mules will follow a gray
ho .· or hitch with him where they
won't have any truck with a horse of
I've seen the most
an/ other volor.
un:;:iy mules behave properly when
in ti e c ompany of a gray, but I've never li.'unl a
good reason given for the
fact."—New York Sun.

to

close

Carpets

o<kl patterns

out

an ;

ean

up stock.

Chas, F. Ridlon,

A fad which after all seems to be a
For
clover
very sensible one ie floor cushions for
These cushions are
use.
Sweets upon sweets through the long household
Victoria
summer day?
gas
stuffed with straw or hair and are made
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,
They work to have honey, α plenty an·' of denim, heavy chintz, ticking or repp.
machine. Used only a few months,
over.
a
have
are very solidly stuffed and
condition.
They
in
first-class
and
When ull the bright summer has vanI looked at that, and it was pretty,
heavy piece of cardboard placed on the
ished away.
C. GUY BUCK, South Paris.
bottom to make them etrong. When not but the glass was rather small. So then
in use they cau be placed in a pile in the he showed me a dressing case with a
The Pointer.
corner of the room where they do not good sized mirror, and I said what nice
Nine times out of teu the fellow who
take up much space.
glass it was. And then he said, If you
in
Is let in ou the ground lloor falls be
want to see a fine piece of glass, let me
GLOVES.
tweeu the girders.and lauds In tli
The bouse and land belonging to the
show you one oi our new hall mirrors.
A piece of lump ammonia is said to
cellar.
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett,
"And of course, George, you can
keep gloves in good condition if placed understand that when I saw that beausituated in the center of the villa^r··, lia»
in the box with them. Care must be tiful mirror I had to havo it; and you
two apartments of seven and ei^lit n»)mi
Key to the Puzzler.
taken, however, that the ammonia does know you don't like me to run up bills
with sheds, large attic, &c., and is in
No. 255.
Triangle: 1. Nation. 2 not touch the
gloves.
excellent condition. The grounds are
in new places, and 1 hadn't enough to
Acorn. 3. Tone. 4. Ire. 5. On. 6. K.
use
extensive, containing additional 1
buy a kitchen table, too, so—now isn t
CARE OF LACE.
No. 256.—Towns In England: Blacklots.
it clear?"
never be put away
should
lace
White
are
hundreds
of
There
hair
Maidstone.
foods
on
the
pool,
W. T. HEWETT.
75-Cent Bottle Oiven Free To All
and repaired.
Common Sense in Eating.
No. 257.— Divided Words: 1. Not- without first being cleaned
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, s. l'arii.
but not one of them has
Who Apply.
be laid in a box lined with
then
It
should
York
World.)
(New
withstanding. 2. Aui-busb.
blue tissue paper and sprinkled all over
this scientific
the results attained
If there are kllll any eu (To re re from Rheuma"I think a man ought to choose his
No. 258.—Numerical Enigma: "If it Is
with a little powdered magnesia, the
of "poison tism in this county or wherever this paper
Dr.
own rations," says
Wiley
and
not one of them is backed up
such a
Mght, there Is no other way."
the
around
then
wrapped
paper being
is a
reache·, that have not yet tried the wonderful
No. 250.—Curtailments: Sight, sigh; lace so that it is completely protected squad" fame at Washington. It
on iuaoy tests of Rheumatic Remedy Uric -O, we want them to
founded
declaration
guarantee.
coral, Cora; crowu, crow; heath, beat; from the air. When tho lace is again reWe flrmly believe
It now at our expense.
many men. It is the voice of good feed- try
night, uigh; heron, hero.
quired the magnesia can easily be ehaken ing seuse. Given pure food, the man h that there te not a case of Rheumatism In the
out.
^
effect*
Να 200.—Missing Vegetables: Cabown stomach and condition will let him world that will cot yield to the wonderful
bage, onion, peppers, beets, kale, pop
MACHINE STITCHING.
know very promptly what he should of Uric-O, and we want to prove It to every
Oil.
Tbcbest
Gasoline
all
way to
possibility.
is doubter beyond
corn, pumpkin.
It is a great mistake when stitching by and should not eat. And condition
No. 201.—Triple Beheadings: 1. Can- machine to sew everything with the same that by which physically we stand or do this Is to give a largo trial bottle of this
remedy outright to every sufferer and let him
did. 2. Lem-on. 3. Org-au.
length of stitch. If tho material is very fall·
(t
test and try It to his own satisfaction. If you or
"A good many people are vegetarians,
No. 202.—A Train of Care: 1. Car-pet. tine and "close," too small a stitch will
and Dr. Wiley does not dispute their any of your family snffer fruit Rheumatism, no
2. Car-Ht. 3. Car-away. #4. Car-mine. tend to cause the fabric to tear at tho
notice out of the
a bodice should
of
sleeves
position. "1 think,"Ίιβ says "we eat matter what form, just cut this
The
■«pants.
R. Car-go. «>. Car boy. 7. Car-o-llne.
He has cut paper and send It together with your name anl
much meat for health.
always, however, be firmly sewn, many too
address, also the name of your druggist, to the
cures
dressmttkers stitching twice around the down his own meat rations to ono meal
and
Only a little cold in tho head may be armhole; but the long skirt scams should a day. To get the purest food we can, Smith Drug Co., 2K5 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N.
baldness.
It's
the
real
hair
the beginning of an obstinate case of
restorer
it Y., and thoy will send you by return mail a
chew
with
to
it
sure
to
be
prevents
us,
a
wider
agroes
with
tho
be sewn, on
contrary,
Nasal Catarrh. Drive out the invader
well and thon not worry-that is the liberal trial package free of all expense. Tnerc
in the world.
Its success has been remarkable.
stitch.
You take the
with Ely's Cream Balm applied straight
la no reservation to this offer.
aura of our dietary science.
so-called
Oilier
hair
tonics may have failed you,
to the inHamed stuffed up air-passages.
use
It
to
directions
and
home
To darn table damask, use a raveling
according
remedy
The New Style.
Price 50c. If you prefer to use an atom- from the cloth. If there is an actual
until thoroughly satisfied of Its merits.
but
this
will
not.
It
is
We could not afford to do thl· If wo did not
izer, ask for Liquid Cream Bal in. It has hole, put under it a piece of the same
(Atcblneon Globe.)
or gummy, or of
all the good qualities of the solid form damask, matching the pattern to a
In order that the young man may know that after you are freed from tMe dreaded
of this remedy and will rid you of ca- thread. Then darn backward and for- know what is coming to him when he disease that you will recommend it to all your
Its use
insures a
abundtarrh or hay fever. No cocaine to breed ward with the raveling. If the work is asks a
girl to marry him we quote the friends who havo Rheumatism. We know front
ant, beautiful head of hair that will last for life.·
a dreadful habit
No mercury to dry done right, the patch will not show after following acceptance from a popular experience that personal recommendation irom
out the secretion.
Price 75c.t with laundering except by careful scrutiny.
one person to another Is the most valuablo adwe Intend to acspraying tube. All druggists, or mailed Iu the past, skill in such needle craft
put her flowerlike face to mine. vertising, and that 1» the way
"
by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New was considered a necessary accomplish'My first thought of you and my last quaint the world with Uric-O. Don't put off
soon
York.
will
"finished
offer
because
this
ment for the
expire, and
joung lady."
writing
ire the same, beloved,' she answered,
and the thought is this—that you have then it will be too late. Do it to-day and start
THE "REXALL" GUARANTEE
A suburban woman removed every ι heart for whose belated
One on Ade.
waking queens yourself upon ths highway to perfect health and
SOUTH PARIS.
"
trace of a bad ink suin from a new
If you get a bottle of this hair tonic and find it do··
happiness. Send for Urlc-O, no matter where
A young man was sitting in a barber Axmiostcr carpet by making a thick might keep vigil.'
all
this
over
Is
It
sold
live.
to
the
contract
druggist*
in
addition
by
a
you
Does mau,
not cure you, bring the empty bottle to u·, say you are
shop looking at a magazine when an old pasto of buttermilk and starch, covering to buy a a woman'sV.othes and groceries Bout.try, and we wjnt you to have a bottle free.
farmer, with little knowledge or appre- the spot with it, having it for two days :or the rest of her life, have to stand for Urtc-O is aold and personally recommended in
diuatufied, and we'll return your money. We make
ciation of literary people, stepped up and then removing it and repeating the
41-42
thi· guarantee and we live up to it.
South Paris by Τ. Λ. Shurtleff ft Co.
like this?
lomethlng
behind his chair and looked over bis process. After the first application the
AND
Well give the entire formula of thi· tonic to
She
shoulder.
blemish bad faded nearly out.
A Husband'» Retort.
HORSE* FOR HALF.
whoever aska for it.
"Who's them?" be inquired, pointing washed it thoroughly with cold water to
A man accompanied by his wife *1·"*
to a group of portraits.
W,IH
As I am to change my occupation I
remove all the paste, and put on another
)d a merchant tailor to order a suit of
"Well-known
authors
and
play- layer. This she left three days. When ilothes. The couple differed as to the )ffer for sale my entire outfit of horses,
sleds, harness, etc., as follows:
wrights," was the reply.
she removed it and washed the place in
naterial and the manner of making, and wagons,
"Humph!" ejaculated the farmer con- cold water, the stain bad disappeared.
,ho wife lost her temper.
J Good HoriM, excellent drivers and
temptuously. "Jist writin' fellers,
she said, turning away,
workers. Have been used in all
Don't let buttons hang by their last 1 "Oh, well,"
eh?" Then he caught sight of George
Priee
I suppose you are the
kinds of work and driving. They
mn
Ado's long, solemn faoe, and his eye thread, darn small holes, never wear 'please yourself.
50c & $100
OUGHSand
or double or under
*
work
< me who will wear the clothes.
ail
single
and
bind
I
frayed
lighted up. "That's the one I like," he dirty or tumbled lace,
Free Trial.
the saddle.
"Well," observed the husband meeklaid with decision, putting his finger on skirts.
! y, "I didn't suppose you'd want to
Mr. Ade's mournful countenance.
Surest and Uuickeet Cure for all
form Wagon, almost new, Sulky Plow,
Don't eew too much; don't embroider < rear the coat and waistcoat."
Tooth Harrow, Pair Double
"O, yea; nearly every one likes George
and LUNO TROUBTHROAT
Spring
do
one
don't
day;
ide," agreed the yonng man. "His too many hoars aand
Sleds, Buggy Wagon, Pair Work
When Man Keeps house.
LES, or MONEY BACK.
all the time, for
thing exclusively
tumorous writings are—"'
Pair
Harness,
Driving Harness,
FOR MALE.
If ΟΤΙ CE.
"I just knew Mrs. Brown was away
"Don't know nothin' 'bout hie writin', this means a strain upon your eyes.
Single Driving Harness.
One Concord wagon in good condition,
rom home," said Mrs. Smith over the
>ut I like bis face."
The
subscriber
notice
that
be
hereby give·
When pressing the dress after it has lack fence to Mrs. Jones as they were ] ÏAPOLEON KARTELL, Paris Hill, «ocf tas been
duly appointed administrator of the one two-borne McCormick mowing ma-1
"Why so?"—curiously.
been made, the iron should be worked (
their clothes Hnea last Moniatate of
"
chine, a Champion horee-rake, second
tretohing
'Cause he's the only feller that looks
in
IRA B. WING, late of Peru,
to the nap, while
sponging £
hand driving harness, a lever butter-,
Town NOTICE.
horse, fair driver.
Good safe
ike he was sorry for what he'd done."— according
η
the
of
and
should
Oxford,
County
deceased,
given
and cleaning a similar procedure
did you know?"
>ond· a· the law direct·.
AU persona having worker, and a Blanchard churn. For fur- One
One light open
If yoa have a bill against the town, either highJpplncott'a Magazine.
buggy.
top
always be followed.
"O some of the window ourtaine were , ray or poor account, the Selectmen aak you to lemands against the estate of said deceased ther particulars inquire of
One single harness. In*
resent your account at once to the Selectman 1 ire desired to present the same for settlement,
wagon.
c lear up to the top of the windows while
A.
J.
PEN
LET,
1 Ad all Indebted thereto are requested to make
or 0. A.
Remove smoke stains from ivory by
1 1 your section of the town.
"How did he die?" "He died game,
of Rev. E. O.
c
downllght. M. . «W
South Pari·, Maine.
SELECTMEN ΟΪ PARIS.
j arment Immediately.
le was mistaken for · deer while aunt· Immersing it in benxin· and going over
"
Hill.
1907.
men are trying to kaap hou··.
JOSEPH A. PUTNAM.
Pari·
Sooth Parts, July 1,1907.
June 17,1007.
th·
Apt.
17th,
26tf
Mâxira,
Ign
It with a brush.
ng."
Why do

Sale.

30-light acetylene

''"So

Rheumatic
Invited To-day

Every

TO TEST URIC-0 FREE!

—

NORWAY,

MAINE.

For Sale

South Paris.

The Finest Hair Food In
the World
market,

accomplished

by

remedy—

by

positive

Cylinder

Manure

Spreaders,

Disk Harrows,

dandruff, stops falling hair,
only

Sulky Plows,

pleasant—not sticky

disagreeable odor.

absolutely

Q°"Sbe

healthy,

50 Cents Per Bottle

A. W. WALKER & SON,
KILLthe COUGH
CURE

F. A. Shurtleff &

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
arî all first class, high grade instruments, and are sold for
just as low
m >ney as they can be sold for the
quality of the instrument. Also I have

established of perma-

CHANDLER,

clean,

Send a 2 cent map tor book of up-to-date poultry aad farm building plana,

render

will

account once

an

(ôoking-Rar.ges

positively

The nbove illustr.tion is from
photograph of the Plant Industry Building, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. It is located iu the
heart of the city and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
It uses Paroid because it
uses Paroid for stable?, barracks, warehouses, etc.
finds nothing its equa:.
Paroid is the ideai roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultrv houses, warehouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is per»
manent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and dees not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good for you. Write for free sample
of Paroid ana see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.

known facilities

Planing, Sawing

"93" Hair Tonic

a

invites the business of
banks, corporations and
business men, feeling
confident that its wel

I will furnlBh DOOH3 ami WINDOWS of an;
2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly s lie or Style at reasonable price*.
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About 3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
If In want of any kind of Klnloh for ln»Me or
with broad piazza shaded with vines, Outalde work, send In your opler* I'lne I.urn
of •ter and Shln^lee on hand Cheap for <Jaeh.
A
view.
a
One
spring
commanding
These buildpure water on premises.
ings are well and prettily furnished and
and Job
ihe owner would be glad to sell the
with the
furniture and furnishings
Matched Hard Wood floor !'.oar· is for ule.
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
B. W.
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.
>
Weet Sumner,
Maine.

Pub! labor,

Morris

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

Norway National Bank

Also Window A Door Frames,

—

Business Directory of Maine,

300

Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,

The "L. F." Atwood's Bitters have
earned a great reputation by relieving
sickness and promoting health. They
are the "family physician," the great
household remedy in thousands of
homes—always handy—always safe—alAt the
ways reliable and efficacious.
store, 35c.

Maine

Mouldings

THE...

...

short-sightedness,

abseut-minded artist—he would
toss burnt matches not yet extinct into
As a
bis wicker waste-paper basket.
measure of safety, the "power that was"
Qnally contrived to replace the basket
by a capacious jardiniere of plain dark
red earthenware; and lire was no longer
to be feared.
Moreover, it was soon dis-

being

Family
and Pictures,
Remedy
Mirrors

nnd

the

Picture Frames

An Invaluable

THE

Co.,
8T0BE

DRUGGISTS

TH«_L_UNC8j

Dr. King's
New Discovery

FOR

]

/CONSUMPTION

^OLOS

For Sale.
family

ft"How

quirt

Taylor

39^

